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ABSTRACT

United States Army Field Service Reguiations, as early as 1914,
contained the doctrine providing for the establishment and conduct of a
theater of operations. The basic doctrine that the theater be divided
into two formal parts, that is, the combat zone and the communications
zone, has stood the test of time and combat. Sharp lines of demarca-
tion are drawn functionally between ground, air, and naval forces within
a theater of operations. Although the Theater Army, Navy, and Air
Force existed during World War H they were not specifically so desig-
nated until the issuance, in 1950-1953, of the Field Service Regulations
in force during the Korean War.

The case studies selected show the operations of the Theater Army,
or its analogous counterpart, in World War H and the Korean War, and
are cited in an attempt to answer the question I IDid Theater Army Head-
quarters ever have a combat mission?" This study seeks to answer the
above question by emphasizing certain changes in operational format
and organizational concepts that occurred during the periods under con-
sideration. It is demonstrated that at theater level, administration and
supply were usually separated from the tactical combat mission.
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SUM MA f.Y

Chapter I, Introduction and Historical Background, traces the evolution
of the theater of operations during World W\ar II. Attention is given to the
development of the Theater Arnm, and Theater Army Headquarters and their
respective functions in combat. Comment is made upon two theaters of
operations, the European Theater and the Southwest Pacific Area Theater.

Chapter II, Evolution of The European Theater of Operations, shows the
beginning of the theater as a planning organization and .ts development into
a multinational structure for the supplying and the waging of combat operations.
The relationships of organivations which were analogous to the then unknown
terms "Theater Army" and "Theater Army Headquarters" are shown as the
theater of operations evolved under the then current doctrine.

Chapter II1, Evolution of the Southwest Pacific Area Theater of Opera-
tionsa explains how the theater was established and how it evolved. Theater
Army and Theater Army Headquarters are shown by analogy. Comparison
of the SXVPA Theater and ETO is drawn briefly for the delineation of some
of the basic similarities.

Chapter IV, The Far East Command and the Korean War, is concerned
"with the problems of the Theater Army and Theater Army Headquarters in
an occupation situation turned suddenly into combat. The evolution of the
United Nations Command, the functioning of GHQ, Far East Command and
Headquarters, United States Army Forces in the Far East (USAFFE),
are covered to show their effect upon Theater Army and Theater Army
Headquarters operations.

Chapter V, CINCPAC and Vietnam, shows the operation of subordinate
unified commands, US Army Vietnam and Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam, under the Pacific Theater Commander, Admiral U. G. Sharp, USN.
Vietnam is shown not to be a theater of operations but a subordinate unified
command.

Chapter VI, Conclusions, includes certain points deduced from the re-
search connected with the prosecution of the study. Inasmufh as this study
is to be utilized in future planning, some speculative comments are furnished.

Appendix C contains a total of twenty miscellaneous charts showing
theater and other organizational structures from World War I to and including
Vietnam. It is believed that the inclusion of these charts %-ill be helpful in
showing the evolution of the theater type organization over a period of fifty
years of American military Iiistorv

A bibliography is appended.
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EVOLUTION OF A THEATER OF OPERATIONS
: I HEADQUARTERS, 1941-1967

.ir-

CHAPTER I

VINTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

An historical view of the then current thought on the constitution and
administration of a theater of operations is provided by FM 101-10, Field
Service Regulations, Administration. published in 1940. On December 8, 1941,
the United States became involved in the conflict that had already engaged Great
Britain, France, and the Soviet Union against Germany. The war, up to this
time, had offered little except defeat and frustration. The doctrine of theWar Department, with reference to larger units, was based upon Field

Service Regulations that extended back into the Army's history. The 1940
edition of the Field Service Regulations was related definitely to the United
States Army's experience in World War I with modifications added at the
War Colleges and in the War Department. While the term "Theater Army"
is not used, there is an inference that administration and supply in contra-
distinction to coordination and control may come from a -ource other thanthe designated commander.

The 15 November 1943 edition of the same Regulations, the Field Manual
in force during much of World War 11, makes no mention of the term
"Theater Army." While the term was not used, there was a headquarters in
each theater of operations that was analogous to what is now termed "Theater
Army Headquarters.

The revision of FM 100-15, Field Ser-ice Regulation, Administration,
September 1949, established that:

... under the theater commander and in the direct
chain of command are the theater Army commander,
the theater Air Force commander and the theater Navy
commander. These commanders arc responsible to
the theater commander for the planning of operations

CORG-M-318



and the administration of their respective forces.
Such over-all direction and coordination as is necessary,
for the efficient employment of the Army, Navy, and
Air Force, is exercised by the theater commander.
The term base command is used to designate a smaller
area in which the primary mission is the maintenance
of a military base or bases. It may or may not be
within the geographical limits of a theater of operations.
The term defense command usually indicates an area

7" in which contemplated operations are restricted to
the tactical or strategic defensive. It may or may not
be within the geographical limits of the theater. The
theater is organized for tactical f-ontrol and adminis-
trative control to the extent dictated by the theater
commander. The character of mnode. n warfare does
not permit a complete division of the administrative
and combat functions of the theater into entirely separate
areas. Combat operations will take place- thrc~glhout
the entire theater and the commander mast organize
his forces and area so as to permit the r-cessary unity
of command for both combat and administration.
Normally, the theater of operations is divided into a
combat zone and a communications zone, the boundary
between them being prescribed to permit coordination
of administrative responsibility.

SFM 100-15, Field Service Regulations, Larger Units, June 1950, pro-
vrided that the mission of a theater commander might be described in a true
war plan or it might be stated in a letter of instructions or orders from the

- t President or the War Department. Qualifications were to the effect that
the assigned mission would usually be general in character and would leave
great discretion to the theater commander who would provide for effective
coordination of land, sea, and air forces at his disposal within the theater.
He would insure that all operational plans were executed with energy and
effectiveness. In addition, he must plan far in advance in order to meet
unforeseen contingencies.

The theater army commander is largely a supervisor, planner, and
coordinator, who decentralizes combat and administrative operations, to the
maximum degree, to his army group and communications zone commanders,
respectively.

The Theater Army Commander is designated by
the Chief of Staff, United States Army. He is respon- .
sible for the tactical operations of all army forces in
the theater, if no task force commander has been des-
ignated to command part of them. Hie is responsible
to the theater commander for the administrative
operations of all Army Forces in the theater. Hle co-
ordinates his operations with those of the theater Navy,
and Air Force. When a joint task force is organized,

2 CORG-M-318 I



he is respornsible for furnishing support to the army
component. and will, in addition, furnish such support
to the other components of the joint task fPrce as ma-
'Ce directe-d or authorized by the theater commander.
lie exercises command through the commanders of
"Arni groups or armies, the Arm- i eserve forces,
fthe Comnn nivatiors Zone, and the Army replacement
command MRef 1'

At thealer level it will Ile noted that historically there are considerations
other than tactical military operations invohled. F3`2 101-10-1, Staff Officers
Field Manual. Or.".anization. Technical, and Logistical Dat a, Unclassified
Dala, lleadqua;i. -s. Department of the Army, January 1-956, defines theater
arm% as follows:

S... U.S. Theatcr Army Headquarters is the senior
SU.S. Army headquarters in a theater of operations. In
a theater where onlyv U- S. forces comprise the theater
command. U. S. theater Army headquarters is chatrged
wi.th the overall supervision of strategic, tactical, ad-

j ministrative, and logistical operations of all U. S. Army
elements.

Ihe field manual, quoted above, did not prescribe an% set organization
for the headquarters. theater army-. Ti.. normal headquarters sections,
divisions, both general and special staff, are authorized- How they are
assembled and how they function is dependent upon the specific mission, or
missionis, assigned to the theater commander. Normally. theater commanders
are assigned missions in orders. letters of instruction, and often personal
communication from their commander-in-thief, or higher--level governm.,tal
officers and agencies. FM 101-10-1 furnishes the rationale for the adminis-
trative role for theater army under the situation of a combined command in
the following words:

nWhen the theater is or-anized as a combined command,
U. S. Army theater Army headquarters becomes for all

F practical purposes, an administrative headquarters for
the support of U. S. Army forces only.

It should be noted that F. 100-15, Field Service Regulations, Larger
Units June 1950, enunciated the folltvng doctrine: "T'b staff of a theater
command employing only United Staie-. forces is a joint staff. The staff of ak- theater employing combined forces (Urited States and allied forcesl is a
combined staff." The headquarters e -ists essentially to provide command
and control and support of the forzes .ss, g.,ed to the theater. How these
forces are assembled, grouped. and *. ip_.oyed %-ill be dependent upon the
assigned mission. A theater army w:il! have the following ty-pe units assigned:
(a) combat forces, which include army g- oups, field army, separate corps,
and sometimes separate divisions: (b) theatez army logistical command which
is responsible for all supply matters %ithin a theater: (c) I#tater ci:-.-if,5 .
command, which is responsible for all civil affairs matters within a theater:

CORG-M-318 3
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(d) air defense command: (e) and US Army unconventional warfare forces.
Under current operational doctrine, the theater commander establishes a
joint unconventional warfare task force which plans and conducts unconventional
warfare operations within the theater commander's area of responsibility.
However, unconventional warfare on the guerrilla level usually comes within
the purview of the commander of the field army in whose area the guerrillas
are operating.

The post-World War II concepts advanced and doctripe promulgated
recognized the need for the theater army as a distinct organizational entity.
There were several reasons for this recognition. FM 110-5, Joint Action
Armed Forces, provided that:

"The armed forces in the field consists of components
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force organized separately,
or in combination.., into such theater of operations,
unified commands, specified commands, and other
commands or joint task forces as may be established by
appropriate authority.

Larger units consist of theater army, army group,
field army, and corps.

FM 100-15, Field-Service Regula'io.s, Larger Units, June 1950, provided
. that:

Under the theater commander and in the-direct
chain of command are the theater Army commander,
the theater Air Force commander, and the theater
Navy commander. These commanders are responsible
to the theater commander for the planning and conduct

2 1I of operations, and the administration of their respective
forces.

The command structure of a US theater of operations is organized and
conducted as a unilied command headquarters. The mission assigned the
commander by higher authority governs the organization of the unified
command. The capabilities and strengths of the elements comprising the
command dictate the specific organizational patterns established by the
commander. The theater commander exercises command of operations, as
noted by the Field Service Regulations, Larger Units, by the following
methods and means:

(1) Through the service compor.ent commanders
(such as theater army commander).

(2) By establishing a subordinate unified command
(when authorized).

(3) By establishing a uni-service force reporting
directly to the commander of the unified
command.

(4) By establishing a joint task force.

4 CORG-M-..,a 8
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(5) By attaching elements of one force to another
force.

(6) By establishing a functional command, e.g.,

a theater joint air defense command.

In the theater of operations, service forces are (1963) orga~iized within
each component force. Army, Navy, and Air Force thus provides its own
combat service support. There are exceptional £nstances when .:ombat
support is provided by agreements between the Services far common, join%,

or cross-servicing at the levels required, that is. force, theatei, depart-
ment, or defense.

In 1914, Field Service Regulations, United States Arm:y, pre, cribed that
the theater of operations be divided into two zones: the Zone of -hc- Line of
Communications, and the Zone of the Advance. This divisic'n of the theater
of operations organization has stood the test of war and the passage of time.
Indeed, a half century later, FM 100-15, The Field Service )iegulations,
Larger Units, December 1963, describes the organization fo-" a theater of
operations conducting land operations as follows:

A theater of operations is normally divided for lkind
force operations into a combat zon.e and a communica.ions
zone.

(a) The combat zone is that part of thearea
of operations required by the combat forces
for the conduct of operations. It includes
areas in which a commander is directly
capable of influen-ing the progress or out-
come of operatons by maneuverc of his g-Fund
gaining elements or by delivery of firepower
with the fire support systems under his control
or command. The size of the combat zor:e •'ill
vary with the assigned mission and the terrain
and the type of unit and equipment involved in
the operations. For tactical control purposes,
the combat area will be divided into army group,
field army, corps, and division and brigade areas.
Each Commander is responsible for the area
occupied, or utilized by his unit. In the usual
situation rear boundaries for the combat 2one
are designated by the theater commander.

(b) By definition "the communications zone"
is the rear part of a theater of operations
(b3hind but contiguous to the combat zone)
which contains the lines of communication,
establishments for supply and evaluation, and
other agencies required for the immediate support
of the field forces. The rear boundary of the
communication zone is normally the rcar boundary

CORG-M-318
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of the theater as designated by proper
authority.

In 1958, the Command ng General of the United States Continental Army
Command, received from tie Command and ( 'eral Staff College at Fort
Leav(:nworth, Kansas, a rcport entitled Projec. .R CGSC 56-7, TheaterOrganization. Revis(d as of 31 July 1958 this study was instrumentalw• ~in dev eloping operational ccncepts and a proposed organization'al structu re for a
theater army. Involved in the purpose of the study was the requirement
that au organization be establlished that could discharge army responsibilities
in a theater of operation. Additionally, the study was to provide a basis for
the development of doctrine ind tables of organization and equipment for theelements of a theater army. Included was the field army. The scope further
included determination of th( overall responsibilities and functions to be per-
formed by Headquarters, Thb ater Army; Headquaiters, Army Group; Head-
quarter- Theater Army, Logistical Command; Theater Army Air Defense
Commani; Theater Army R( placement and Training Command; Theater Army
Civil Affa irs, Military Govez nment Command: and Major Commands within 4the Theater Army Logistical Command (see Figure 1).

5, The principal component:. of a theater army will be: (a) field armies
or army groups; (b) theater a:my logistical command; (c) logistical base
command; (d) advanced logistical commands and area commands; (e)
theater army replacement and training command; (f) theater army civil
affairs military government commands; (g) the theater army air defense
command.

VWith reference to the rela :ionship of the US theater army commander
to higher com nanders, it shovtd be noted tnat he remains directly respon-
sible for certain activities that fall within the jurisdiction of the Depart-
-ment of the Armny. These inch de: troop bases; doctrines and procedures
for organizations; equipment, t .aining, and employment of forces; and
administrative rcsponsibility, In addition, the US theater army commander
is directly responsible for making recommendations to the theatercommander. These recommenm ations include: the proper employment .A

* US Army forces in the theater; the training of US Army forces; and the
support to be furnished US Arm3 forces by other services. The US theater
army commander receives admi iistrative su'pport and technical guidance
from the Department of the Arm,-.

f The US theater army comma ider is responsible for assigning a
mission to each subordinate commnander. Upon assignment of the mission
he provides the subordinate comnmanders with available means to accomplish
it. Further, be holds the subordi nate commander responsible to him for
the accomplishment of the assigned mission.

For purposes of this stidy, the European and Pacific theaters of opera-
tion in World War II, and the Kore in War have been selected as representa-
tive of the state of the art of war a the particular time involved. It is
recognized that there are many faci ors and circumstances that make each
theater of operations separate and distinct from others. It is the thesis of

6 CORG-M-318
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the writer that while all theaters of operations during the period
were different, there were elements common to all. These similar ele-
ments may be properly ascribed to adherence to the Field Service Regulations
which prescribe doctrine covering the conduct of operations in the field. Thedifferences maN6 be credited to deviations from doctrine as prescribed in
Field Service Regulations and personal or political considerations.

Bcsically, there are two problems involved in any military operation,Sspo, and combat. The theater of operations e.xists solely for the purpose

of solving these two problems. Under the Field Service Regulations, the
theater structure is provided as a means by which workable solutions,
which promise success, may be advanced. The organizational format of
a theater of operations has been prescribed in the manuals in general terms.
Only broad guidelines are given with the specifics left to be worked out by
those on the ground, in the air, and on the sea who are to carry out the
assigned mission. Flexibility of response by higher headquarters, that is,
theater army, to the needs of the troops and the military situation must be
a governing principle in the organization and conduct of a theater of oper-
ations of the present and in the future.

Theaters of operations write their histories in two ways, in unit
records and combat achievements. Records, documents and memoranah,
orders and plans are the written evidence of the activities required to
gain the objective and accomplish the assigned missions. While simplicity
is recalled as-a principle vital to the operations of war, modern warfare
in the twentieth century has created complex and sometimes ponderous
structures for the waging of violence against the enemy. Urith hundreds of
thousands of men to be fed, clothed, transported, and led against hostile
forces, the theater of operations must be, above all- functional. The
finest organization on paper is worthless unless it serves the man with the
weapon as he advances toward the objective.

The European Theater of Operations US Army (ETOUSA) exemplified
* certain principles and doctrines of organization for the conduct of war never

before observed in the United States Army. This was the first time that the
United States Army had really f.ought in a war with the combat arms and
services under unified command as ground, air, and sea forces. The
Britisb doctrine of separate headquarters for each of the above elements
influenced to a marked degree the planning for and organization of the
theater. The combined Allied headquarters, as the European Theater soon
became, was, of necessity, supplanted in operational matters by the appoint-
ment of a Supreme Commander. The Supreme Commander, not desiring
that another headquarters be imposed between his headquarters and ETOUSA,
reserved for himself the personal direction of tactical operations.

The existirig Army Group system of command...
fitted naturally into the operational plans which we had
evolved, and I could not see how the appointment of a
C-in-C Ground Forces over the Army Group Commanders
to direct the forthcoming battles would in any way
secure better coordination of effort. On the contrary,
the appointment would, in fact, have necessitated a

8 CORG-M-318



duplication of personnel and communications which
could have resulted in decreased efficiency, w~hile
such functions as the allocation of forces and supplies
between the Army Groups were already performed by
my own Headquarters (SItAEF) (R~ef 2. p 85) (emphasis
and parentheses furnished)

B~y the ýSupreme Commander's statement above, ETOUSA, which was
in effect theater army headquarters. retained only suFpply and adminis-
trative functions for the tactical units. SItAEF, as the heac,-,uarters of
the Supreme Commander, p-.ssessed the basic responsibility for the
direction of combat operations. Actual command of the tactical units in

. contact with the enemy was exercised by the respective tactical unit
• commanders under the personal control of the Supreme Commander.

Another facet of large unit command and direction asserted itself at
this time -- the practice of a commander "wearing two hats,"1 as it wtas
soot, called. General Eisenhower was, at the same time, Commanding
General, -ETOUSA, and Supreme Commander, SHAEF. This practice
of dual command might be gcod "insurance"l for the overall commander,
who initially wants to control supply, administration, and combat. But
it is difficult for one to serve two m-asters and to lead two staffs. With
the consolidation of SOS and ETOUSA, General Eisenhower removed one-
hat and continued wi~th his basic combat mission, as outlined in his letter
of irnstruction.

Consequently, General Eisenhower functioned as a Supreme Commander
wea~ring "one hat" utilizing principal stiff officers of both ETOJJSA and
SIHAEF headquarters intercha-ngeably. The principle of dual usage of staff
officers, in the case of FTO and SHIAEF. did serve to economize on
person-nel. Th.is was especially so in the areas of highfly-skilled staff
officers, when as General Eisenhower relinquished one hat, the staffs ex
officio of each Hteadquarters continued to be available to hinm. "Ille
following extract from The Report of the General Board, European Theater
of Coperaticns, Organization of the European Theater of OperatiLitris Study
No. 2, is significant of how the system operated:

The Supreme Commander also commanded2 ETOUSA
and the major commands of ETOUSA were placed under
the operational direction of the Supreme Commander.
'Ibis resulted in the I-2th Army Group and the 6th Army
Group being dealt with directly by SHIAEF on operational
matters without the necessity of utilizing E TOUSA
command channels. Similarly, t-'hen necessary. SHtAEF

S~dealt directly with the Communications Zone. Although
! matters of purely American interest were handled

S~between the lWar Department and Hecadquarters, ETOUSA,
-" those with direct operational implications were closely

coordinated w\ith Supreme Hleadquarters. flo-wever, &h
div-iding line as to functions betwveen the two headquiarters
was not clearly oesL'ablished. and responsibili ties were often

CORIG-M.-3 I 9



determined by personal agreements between the two agencies
when the necessity arose, or by the direction of the Chief of
Staff. This resulted in the sections of the headquarters oi
4SHAEF assuming dual functions and interests within the
affairs of ETOUSA when their primary interest and responsi-
bilitv clearly rested in matters pertaining to Allied affairs.
The degre of interest and control of Theater functions varied
in the U. S. staff sections of SIIAEF. The G-4 Section assumed
the greatest interest in Theater affairs since the other
sections were more closely integrated with the British and had
comparatively less to do -with Theater functions (Ref 3,
p 20) (emphasis furnished).

The military problem facing ETOUSA and SHAEF was the classical
maneuver, landing on a hostile shore and defeating the enemy. The geo-
graphical fact of the English Channel, as an obstacle to be crossed, did
._ exert certain i nfluences upon-the planning, organization, and conduct of the

invasion. Inasmuch, as the forces to Se employed were constituted from
among Allies and there were land, air, and sea elements in the expedition,
it %as necessary, under the principle of unity of command, to designate a
"Stqpreme Commander for purposes of coordination and combat command. The
principle of the base was of special importance to the invasion of Europe by
the Allied Expeditionary, Force. The sepaation of the objective from that base
(the British Isles) by a tempe, amental and often hazardous open body of water
made the operaVon a "calculated risk" of some magnitude. The retention of
bases in England until the lodgrment was assured was a requirement for the
combat operations. Obviously, supplies and administration must emanate
from the bases. Tactical command on the ground, in the air, and on the sea
must, of necessity and by its nat•.re, originate wvith the units. Command and
tactical control must stem from the headquarters of the commander bearing
the overall responsibility, in this case, SHAEF. Theater army headquarters
in ETOUSA, in the British Isles, thus was relieved automatically of its
tactical mission. Its only logical reasons for being were its responsibilities
for the supply and administration of the invasion forces and those to follow as
soon as the lodgment in Normandy was deemed a success.'

The war in the Pacific differed in many respects from the conflict
in the European Theater of Operations. In the Pacific the campaigns

were fought over vast land and sea masses and great distances which posed
dffficalt problems of commu-nication and supply. The climatic, geographical,
and health conditions made the Pacific Theater a most difficult area in which
to mount an offensive against a victorious enemy.

See Huston, Sinews of War Office of the Chief of Military History,
Department of the Army, Washington, D. C., 1966, pp 530-531 for a dis-
cussion of the problem of overlapping responsibilities in the ETO.
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The Pacific Theater was started on a note of military reverses of a
most serious nature as General MacArthur was ordei ed by the President toli withdraw from the Philippines to Australia. Once there, he was to re-

constitute hih, '.-res for the long, hard march back to the Philippines and to
1. the eventual surrender and occupation of the Japanese homeland. Basically,

his problem differed ri.lically from that confronting General Eisenhower in

Y the large land mass of the European Theater. General MacArthur had to
* fight an amphibious war in which the naval arm, air arm, and the grcund

forces were required to work constantly togethcr in the island-hopping
campaigns. The fight'for islands for air bases, as well as for supply bases,
was a constan! of the strategy employed by General MacArthur in the Pacific

Sarea. With islands of varying sizes constituting the bulk of the land mass to
be secured, the employment of ground units larger than a field army was not
feasible. LI the PaCific campaigns there were no army groups assigned and
in essence, the field army, the army corps, and divisions of the armies
carried the brunt of combat. But in spite of environmental differences
there were basic similarities between the European Theater and General
Headquarters, Southwest Pacific Area. GHQ, SWPA was established in
lelbourne, Australia, 18 April 1942, with General Douglas MacArthur asi Commander in Chief, Southwest Pacific Area, including the following

A geographical areas: Australia, New Britain, New Ireland, New Guinea,
Boraeo, Celebes, and the Philippines.

It is of interest to note the establishment of an Allied Land Forces
14 Headquarters in the Southwest Pacific Area under-the command of an

Australian general officer. Basically, this headquarters was the kype of
command structure which General Eisenhower objected to so !strenuously
in the European Theater. In the Pacific, with Australia as the primaryv
base, and with the defense of Australia entrusted to General MacArthur as

Supreme Commander, it was logical that he would designate 'n Australian
L as Allied Land Forces Commander. At that time, the Australians had more

ground troops in the area for the defense of Australia and our forces were
in the process of arriving, training, and deploying.

In February 1943, a separate headquarters from GHQ SWVPAwas es-
tablished. The dezignation was United States Army Forces'in the Far East
(USAFFE). This installation was, in effect, Theater Army for the South-
west Pacific Area. The folii.wing extract will give a clear picture of its
mission, as contrasted to the missien of GHQ SWPA, as noted above. From
the above it will be apparent that General MacA-rthur were t&o hats, as did
his European Theater counterpart, General Eisenhouer. The new head-
quarters was

w , to supervise all Army training and administrative
activities that were so closely related to the tactical
and strategic direction of the war in the Southwest
Pacific. The new command, United States Army
Forces in the Far East (USAFFE), was a reconstitution
of the USAFFE headquarters in the Philippines, dis-
cussed above. General MacArthur was in command of
USAFFE as well as of General Headquarters Southwest
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Pacific Area. Reporting to USAFFE was the extensive
supply and training organization known as the United
States Army Services of Supply, Southwest Pacific
Area. On June 10, 1945, USAFFE was discontinued
and its functions were transferred to General llead-
quarters United States Army Forces, Pacific.
(Ref 4, p 840)

Thetactical grcdnd tif4ts of General MacArthur t s fof-ces fought island by
island and recaptured Leyte, the Philippines in October 1944. The following
extracts are significatit of their activities under the Commander of Allied
Land Forces, Southwest Pacific Area.

'4 Sixth Army was established in the Southwest
.. - Pacific Area in February 1943 but did not enter

combit pntil October 1944. In the meantime its
headquarters served as the headquarters staff of
the "Alamo Force," an interallied ground cominand
of tie Southwest Pacific Area that participated in
operations in New Britain, eastern New Guinea, and
Morotai. In October 194,.the Sixth Army, cbn.manded

- by Lt. Gen. Walter Krueger, joined in the'Philippines
campaign under the operational control of Allied Land

4 -eForces, Southwest Pacific Area. Later it took part in the
occupatic-i of-Japan and in January 1946 it was inactivated.-

" (Ref 4, p 837)

The following brief description of the 'World War II Eighth Army and its
operations in the Southwest Pacific Area is included to show, the lype and
extent of tacticalgroundlorces eiilployed by General MacArthur in tfie
, "ampaigns in the Pacific. As noted, the Southwest Pacific Area did not
permit the deployment of units larger than field armies. In essence, the
Sixth and Eighth Armies and later the Tenth Army (ou Okinawa) functioned
as tactical units for General MacArthur in the Pacific as did the Twelfth
Army and Sixti Army Groups for-General Eisenhower in Europe.`

The Eighth Army was established in the Sohthwest
Pacific Area in-September 1944 and %,as' commanded
successively by Brig. Gen. Robert'O Shoe and Lt. Gen.
Robert L. Eichelbarger. Under the operational control.
of General Headquarters, Southwest Pacific Area, it- participated in combat operations in the Philippines in
1944 and 1945. When the Sixth Army moved to Leyte

"(Philippines), the Eighth wvas given operational control
of the United States ground-combat troops in New Guinea.
After the ,ar the Eighth Army was reassigned to Japan
as part of the occupation forces under the Far East
Command. (Ref 4, pp 837-838)

The Eighth- United States Army was destined to operate the occupation
for General MacArthur's headcpxarterg, termed Supreme Commander
Allied Powers (SCAP). But this Army was to be again in combat as the
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1 principal United States Army tactical unit durinig the Korean \Var, 19-50-

I1

S~For the student of military history and the military profession, a
comparison between the European Theater of Operations and the South-
u est Pacific Area Theater of Operations may be in order. GHQ S\VIPA Play

S~be compared with Supreme lteadquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force
(SHtAEF). Similairly, the tactical units, 12th Army Group, 21st Army,

SGroup and 6th Army Groiip may be correlated with Headquarters, Sixth
and Eighth United States Armies. The Allied land force6 under General
Sir Thomas Blaney held nominal command over the m ixth US Army under

SGeneral Walter Krueger. thowever, it should be not,. that active tactical

.4command of the Sixth Army by the Australian commander was voided by
setting up the "Alamo Force" under General Krueger and General
MacArthur' s GHQ SWPA. The "Alamo Force" was in essence a device
to tactfully remove the bulk of the Sixth Army from under Australian
tactical command in the field.

From the above, both ETO and USAFFE were in positions analogous
to the Theater Army Headquarters of today. Both were, by necessity,
eventually to become administrative and supply sources while SIIAEF and
GIIQ SWVPA were to direct and control tactical operations in the field.
By the nature of the operations undertaken, each organization was adjusted
to the situation under the progressively changing and fluctuating conditions
of combat. This flexibility, while sometimes difficult to attain, was pro-

vided for in the doctrine contained within the US Army Field Service
Regulations and broadly stated directives of the period of history involved.

Hlistorically, the Southwest Pacific Area theater deviated from the
standard format for a theater of operations more than did the European
Theater. There were several reasons for this: the terrain, the extent of
the area involved, and the nature of the campaigns launched against the
enemy. !n the Southwest Pacific Theater, the problem of supply over
vast water areas contributed toward bringing the admiaistrative and supply
factors of combat together under one headquarters. Tactical operations.
as in the European Theater, under the principle of unity of command, were
controlled and directed by a Supreme Commander. This fact separated
combat operations from the mission of the analogous theater army.

In the European Theater, the Allied combined theater effort was a
most vital factor in the overall planning and operations. The British Isles,
as the springboard for the invasiori of Normandy, was vital to the whole plan
for defeat of the enemy. The manpower of the British and their military
skills were factors which called forth the best in American leadership--
in order that they be used properly and with the American forces. The
combined Allied effort in the European Theater was almost wholly depend-
ent for success from the command aspect, upon selection of the Supreme
Commander. In this instance, diplonracy, tact, and military professional
leadership of the highest order must be exerted to assure victory. To get
the Allies to pull together as a team was one of the Supreme Commander' s
basic missions.

CORG-M-318 13
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Theater army headquarters, or the military unit most analogoas to it,
at this period of history, in both the European and Southwest Pacific: Theaters, ATi inherently possessed the missions of administration and supply. Because
it involved offensive warfare, the tactical mission had to be performed in
the field, away from the base. Of necessity, this situation caused the
tactical, operational part of the mission of theater army headquarters to
be assumed by a command element on the ground. In ETO this was SHAEF,
in the Pacific Area it was GHQ SWPA.

In a defensive operation, such as the early defense of the Philippines,
an analogous "Theater Army Headquarters" may possibly possess a combat
mission. Field Service Regulations, Operations, February 1962 states:

Defensive operations are normally most effeetive
when minimum restrictions are imposed upon subor-
dinate commanders. The mission and the area to be
defended should be stated in terms which permit the
commander to use his means to maximum advantage 7
with minimum restriction on specific terrain features
to be held. Defensive operations, however, inherently

f require restrictions not present in offensive operations.
These result from the need for some degree of
centralized control to insure the most effective use
of resources, so that an adequate reserve remains
for the decisive portion of the action. (Ref 5, pp 74-75)

It is of paramount interest, in connection with the subject of theaters
of operations, to understand the precise mission of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Broadly, the Joint Chiefs serve as the principal advisors to the President,
the National Security Council, and the Secretary of Defense in military
affairs. In his message to Congress on 3 April 1958, President

* Eisenhower commented upon the broad duties of the Joint Chiefs as follows:

I consider the Joint Chiefs of Staff concept essential-
ly sound and I therefore believe that the Joint Chiefs of
Staff should continue to be constituted as currently pro- I
vided in law. However, in keeping with the shift I have
directed in operational channels, the Joint Chiefs of
Staff w-ill in the future serve as a staff assisting the
Secretary of Defense in his exercise of direction over
unified commands.

The mission of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as outlined in the Joint and
Combined Staff Officer's Manual provides among other tasks the following:
"... recommend(s) to the Secretary of Defense the establishment and

force structure of unified and specified commands and reviews the plans
and programs of these commands to determine their adequacy, feasibility,
and suitability-" From the foregoing, it may be noted that the Joint
Chiefs of Staff exert considerable influence upon the type and operations
of the unified and specified commands. Inasmuch as these commands are
usually descended from a World War H or Korean War theater of operations,
as in the cases of EUCOM, CINCPAC, and USARPAC, it is evident that
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the Jcint Chiefs have played a leading role in the evolution of it- rheater
of Operations. With the unified command concept and approaca Lt.e

.i itheater army and theter army headquarters have been forced to give
way to the component theory and practice of command organization within
the old-time, World War I theater of operations geographical a-eas.
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CHAPTER II

EVOLUTION OF THE EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS

In June 1942 General Dwight D. Eisenhower, then in Washington, sub-
mitted a draft of a directive for the commanding general European Theater
of Operation to General George C. Marshall, Chief of Staff, United States
Army. This paper is of historical significance not only in its establishment
of the theater of operation, but for its direct effect on the military future of
its author. The following extract will explain:

On June 8 (1942) 1 submitted to the Chief of Staff
a Draft of a 'Directive for the Commanding General,
European Theater of Operation, ' which provided for
unified command of all American Forces, allocated
to the European area. I remarked to General Marshall
that this was one paper he should read in detail before
it went out because it was likely to be an important
document in the further waging of the war. His reply
still lives in my memory: 'I certainly do want to read
it. You may be the man who executes this. If that
is the case, when can you leave?, Three days later,
General Marshall told me definitely that I would
command the European Theater. (Ref 6, p 50) (parenthesis added)

On June 23, 1942, General Eisenhower, with General Mark Clark and
staff officers, left Washington for England to assume command of the
European Theater of Operation, United States Army (see Figure 2). At
that time the theater comprised only the United Kingdom and Iceland. it
was popularly known as ETOUSA. The directive which the general received
provided basically the following:

* The -.ommanding General... European Theater...
will command .il US Army Forces and personnel now
in, or hereafter dispatched to, the European Theater
of Operation, including any parts of the Marine Corps
therein which may be detached for service with the
Army.

By agreement between Navy and War Department
planning and operational control... will be exercised by
the Commanding General... over all US Navy forces
assigned to this theater.

Subject to such limitations within the British Isles
as are necessary to avoid any violation of British
sovereignty, the Commanding General, European
Theater, is charged with the tactical, strategical,
territorial, and administrative duty of a theater
"corn mmand.

The mission of the Commanding General, European
Theater, will be to prepare ior and carry on military
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Sp operations in the European Theater against the Axis
Powers and theirAllies. (Ref 6, p 52)

The Report of the General Board United States Forces, European
Theater comments upon the organization of the European Theater of
Operations. Normally, the organizational plans followed the conventional
and traditional patterns of the American general and special staff. A very
real and urgent problem facing the theater commander was how to establish
separation of administrative functions from combat operations as provided
in the Field Service Regulations:

This entire period was one of uncertainty, first
as to the eventual form that the organization of the
Headquarters United States Forces would take, and
second as to whether the Supreme Commander would
be British or American and the manner in which he
would desire the United States Forces to fit into the
Allied organization. Headquarters ETOUSA and each
of the commands under it had to take a position in
readiness that would enable them to function regard-
less of the final organization or of the commander
selected. (Ref 3, p 70)

One of the problems connected with the organization of specific theate.-
of operations procedure in the European area was the difference3 to be
found in British. European, and American ways of operating. The British
were traditionally wedded to the committee system whereas the Americans
believed that the chain of command -- military channel system -- was the
most efficient method of conducting military operations. One of the
precedents for such a headquarters was the headquarters in the Mediter-
ranean Theater where certain consolidations of the commands of General
Sir Harold Alexander and General Dwight D. Eifenhower hinted at the
proper" approach to the creation of a combined headquarters for the overall
Allied command. The following extract will indicate one of the early plans
influencing the formation of theater army and how it was implemented.

For our part we had got early as far as envisaging
two groups of armies. There might be more later,
but the farthest point to which it seemed worthwhile
to go was that at which there would be two - one 4
United States and one British. At first there was
created in England the embryo of a First United States
Army (FUSA) and further United States Armies tc, be
brought into being. Confusion between FUSAG and
FUSA was. of course, intense (and in part, no doubt
deliberate for cover purposes) because of this similarity
of abbreviated names and remained so until the Twelfth
Army Group was rechristened as such. On the British
side there was created the Twenty-First Army Group
of Second British and First (anadian Armies. TInere
would come a moment when tho.se two army groups uould
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be a Supreme Headquarters, topped off with, according
to written evidence, a British Supreme Commander, or,
according to powerful ruumour, an American Supreme

- Commander. But it seemed impossible to fill in the gap
between the supreme head and the army-group commands
without knowing which it was to be. (Ref 7, 1) 184)

Before General Eisennower became commanding general of the European
[ Theater of Oý)erations, firm planning at the highest level indicated there
woul.. be three large Anglo-American commai.ds. These were in the Pacific,
the Mediterranean, and Northwest Europe. General Douglas MacArthur,
heavily engaged in combat in the Southwest Pacific area, was not con-
sidered a candidate for the post of Supreme Commander in the European
Theater. Further, General Eisenhower, a likely candidate for higher
command assignment, had successfully commanded in the Nortn African
Theater of Operations. Among the Allies thought w%-as developing that all
operations against the Third Reich by the Western Allies would eventually
come under a combined command under a supreme commander.

W\hlile the Allies were devclolping the strategy that
culminated in the invasion of western Europe, the
Americans began their buildup of troops and supplies
and the development of the organization \%.ithin tile
United Kingdom that would control the proposed Con-

V tinental operations. fieadquarters, United States
Armed Forces in the British Isles, was organized in
London on January 8, 1942. It replaced the Special
Observer Group that had been organized in May 1941
as p)art of the United States Embassy staff. The
European Theater of Operations (ETOUSA) was
established 8 June 1942. and on 24 June Major General
Dwight D. Eisenhcwer arrived in London as its new
commander. Eisenhower retained this command, in
addition to his assignment as Allied Commander of
the North African operations, until January 1943,
when the reorganization of the ftigh Command in the
Mediterranean relieved him of his responsibilities
in the European Theater. Lieutenant General Frank
M. Andrews then assumed command of ETOUSA, and
upon his untimely death in an airplane accident in
Iceland in May 1943 he was succeeded by Lieutenant
Genera! Jacob L. Devers. By the end of August 1943,
when the Combined Chiefs of Staff at the Quadrant
Conference definitely committed the Allies to the
invasion of France the following spring, the major
American organizations in the United Kingdom were
the theater headquarters and three subordinate
commands: The Eighth Air Force, the field forces,
and the Services of Supply. (Ref i, pp 36-37)

CORG-M-318 19
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In December 1943 General Eisenhower was notified of his selection as
Supreme Commander of the Allied Expeditionary Forces (see Figure 3). His
task was stated simply in a 12 February 1944 directive from the Combined
Chiefs of Staff:

1.. You are hereby designated as Supreme Allied
Commander of the forces praced under your orders for
operations for the liberation of Europe from the Germans.
Your title will be Supreme Commander, Allied Expeditionary
Force.

2. Task. You will -enter the continent of Europe, and,
in conjunction with the other United Nations, undertake
operations aimed at the heart of Germany and the destruction
of her armed forces. The date for entering the Continent is
the mouth of May 1944. After adequate channel ports have
been secured, exploitation will be directed to securing an
area that xvill facilitate both ground and air operations
against the enemy. (Ref 9, p 53)

Sir Arthur W. Tedder, Chief Air Marshal of the Royal Air Force, was
selected by General Eisenhower as his Deputy Supreme Commande,. This
was, of course, a professional recognition of the importance of air power
to the success of the invasion of Festung Europa.

Uncertainties concerning the form to be taken by
the organization of the headquarters of United States
"Forces were dispelled upon the assumption of command
by General Eisenhower. In addition to his duties as
Supreme Allied Commander, he desired to keep the
command of the US Forces under his own control. At
the same ti.me he wanted to reduce the total number o,
headquarters and personnel working on Theater ad-
ministrative functions, where there were possibilities
of duplication of effort. The result was that Theater
Headquarters was combined with Headquarters, SOS,
and the Commanding General, SOS, was made Deputy
Theater Commander, in addition to his other duties.
This resulted in the Commanding General SOS having
the responsibility for all forces in the Theater so far
as administration and supply were concerned.
(Ref 3, p 7i)

The American military doctrine of separating command and administra-
tive functions in field operations was strongly evidenced in the establishment
of the Services of Supply (SOS) June 1942, under the command of Major
General John C. H. Lee. Under General Lee's direction, within two years
the United Kingdom became one of the largest military bases ever known to
modern military history (see Figures 4 and 5).

Major General Robert Qrawford was sent to England in July 1943 from
his post as Commanding General, Services of Supply, US Army Forces
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in the Middle East. Here he served as I)eputy Commander and, later, as
Chief of Staff of Services of Supply and as G-4. Headquarters of ETOUSA.
In November of 194:3. he was made dcput:, G-4 of Chief of Staff to the
Supreme Allied Commander (COSSAC). When SItAEF was activated in
February 1944, General Crawford was assigned as G-4. (Ref 9, p 73)

The formation of the 1st US Army Group served as advance notice
that the build-up phase of the European Theater of Operations was drawing
to a close. The matters of a Supreme Headquarters and the choice of a
Supiueme Commander loomed large in the military and political arenas in
)both Washington and London. COSSAC was, in effect, a ready-made pattern

from which could be fashioned an Allied Supreme Headquarters. General
Sir Frederick Morgan became Chief of Staff to Supreme Allied Commander
(COSSAC) in the Spring of 1943. In 1944-1945, he served as the Deputy
Chief of Staff, SHAEF. General Morgan notes in his book Overture to
Overlord that by November 15, 1944, COSSAC 5

... had been transformed completely into an American
type staff, and, moreover, into an operational staff,
the real nucleus of SHAEF. (Ref 7, p 213)

Once the headquarters of the European Theater of Operations was estab-
lished the planners then proceeded to set up within the theater an organization
that would assume operational control as the Normandy invasion .roceeded
to unfold. The British established a tactical command for the operation in-
eluding headquarters, Second British Army, the First Canadian Army. and
21st Army Group. At this time the largest US ground force in the United
Kingdom was the V Corps. (Ref 8, p :317)

In April 1943, Major General Frank M. Andrews assumed command of
the European Theater of Operations. General Lee, as the Commanding General
Services of %upply, had submitted well-considered zilans for the reorganization
of the theater. With a new commander in position, General Lee submitted in
May 1943 another plan for theater reorganization. This plan embodied much
more of a radical change than had the others. Essentially, General Lee re-
commended that he be made a Deputy Theater Commander for Supply and
Administration and that G-4, ETOUSA. be placed under his command.

For detailed accounts of the organizational problems of ETOUSA and

Services of Supply and SHAFF see Chapters I. II, 111. and V of U. S. AR-' MY
IN WORLD WAR II - The European Theater of Operations, Logistical
"Support of the Armies. Vol 1: Mav 1941-September 1944, by Roland G.

Ruppenthal. Office of the Chief of Military History, Department of the Army.
Washington. D. C., 1953.

For a detailed acc:ount of COSSAC and its eventual transformation into

SitAEF see General Sir F.-ederick Morgan, Overture to Overlord, Garden City,
. Y. :)oubleday and Company. 1950.
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General Lee justified his recommendation with assertions to the effect that
it would permit proper coordination of broad operational planning with
logistical planning and affairs by pro-viding for "tile proper presentation of
Air and Ground Force needs to the SOS" and by insuring "that the capabilities
of the SOS arc considered in the preparation of operational plans. " General
Lee's mere than academic interest in theater reorganization is well-expressed
in tile following extract:

General Lee was obviously concerned over the role
of SOS in future operational and logistical planning. Ils
latest proposal was intended to insure that future planning
would be properly coordinated, in addition to bringing all
supply and administration under the control of the SOS.
General Lee's plan was a significant landmark in the history of
of command and organization, for it prese.nted for the first
time the idea of a Deputy Theater Commander for Supply
and Administration, which was eventually adopted, and
also pointed up the fundamental issue of the ETOUSA G-4's
position vis-a-vis that of the Commanding General, SOS.
(Ref 10, pp 160-162)

It is of especial interest to the s!udent of military affairs to note in the
above quotation the significance attached to General Lee's recommendation.
Ills point of being appointed as a Deputy Theater Commander for Supply and
Administration was well made and an imnportant step in the direction and
management of war. there for the first time in our military history we were
to possess a headquarters of theater level whose number two commander
would bear the responsibility for both supply and administration--or ltgistics.
General Lee's plan was adopted and ETOUSA/SOS carried on their planning
and operational functions. Historical retrospect cannot but give General I.ce
generous credit for the logistical successes of the invasion of Europe. But
there were those in the SOS who were upset by the methods of command used
by General Lee who was "a sold-er of the old school." As such, l.e was
considered by sonic of his people to be a martinet but regardless of his
nzmethod of operation, he achieved results u\hich are what count in war.
Ruppenthal comments upon the General's position at theater headquarters:

The atmosphere of the theater headquarters reflected
in a large u,"gree the attitude toward the commander of the
SOS and deputy theater commander. General Lee eontinued
to be a controversial personality throughout .he history of
the theater, owing to the anomalous position which he hele
But the controversy over the SOS was heightened by his

SFor a general account of logistics in the European T'leater of Operations
see L2istics in World War II. Final Repo t of the Army Servic., Forces, A
Report to the Under Secretary of War and the Chici of Staff Iby the Director of
the Service. Supply, and Procurement Diision, War l)epartment General Staff,
W:.ishin-ton, I). C. 15 June 1950.
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t personal traits. tleavy onceremony, somewhat forbidding
in manner and appearance, and occasionally tactless in
exercising authority which he regarded to be within the
province of SOS, General Lee often aroused suspicions and
created opposition where support might have been forth-
coming. (Ref 10, p 267)

General Omar N. Bi-adlev, the commander of the 12th Army Group,
and principal American ground commander for General Eisenhower, had
the fole..wing cornmentary in the matter of the operations of the Communica-
tions Zone and its commander, General J. C. It. Lee:

As ci-mmanding general of the Communications Zone,
the fastidious but brilliant Lieutenant General J. C. I1.
Lee •as Eisenhower's chief logistician for all U. S. forces.
An energetic and imaginative commar!er with bold executive
talents, Lee suffered from an unfortunate pomposit" that
caused others to underrate his skills. Administratively,
his was probably the rr,-.st exacting taskein the ETO and
although Lee worked at it with the swagger of a martinet,
he usually delivered the goods. (Ref 11, p 405)

As early as May 1943 Lieutenant General Jacob-L. Devers recommended
that the US War Department establish a US Army Headquarters to "initiate
actual planning for the 1944 operation." (Ref 13, p 114). In addition, General
Devers recommended that a skeletonized headquarters for US Army groups
"General Sir Frederick Morgan, the Chief of Staff of Supreme Allied Command

(COSSAC), the US War Department delayed the appoiattment of an Army
j Commander until August 1943. T.;ere -as a further delay on the part of the

United States in naming afn Army Group Commander. Lieutenant General
Omar N. Bradley, who had been the American commander in the Battle of
Tunisia, was eventually selected, and he arrived in the United Kingdom in
October 1943. With a cadre from Eastern Defense Command from the United
States, General Bradley opened headquarters, First US Army, on the 20th
of-October 1943.

The rationale for the designation of a single ground force commander
during the Normandy landings is well explained by the following extract from
the Report of the General Board. US Force, European Theater, Study No. 2:

During the inv-asion of the Continent the ground
forces were relatively small in comparison to those
later to become engaged and the Supreme Commander
placed the initial assault forces under a single
commander. The Commanding General, 21st Army
Group was selected to command this cdosely integrated

the forces until SttAEF mas established on the Continent

on 1 September 1944. At this time, 12 and 21 Army *

groups began functioning as separate army groups with
their commanding general responsible directly to the
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Supreme Commander. The Supreme Commander de-
cided against having a single ground force commander,
reporting directly to him as was the case with the air
and naval forces. lie believed that as Supreme
Commander h. would be, through necessity, so
int imately in touch with the Army groups and -ith the
allotment of air support for operations that he could not
relinquish direct and immediate control. (Ref 3, pp 19-2-0)

"The above extract cited from the Report of the General iBoard. United
States Forces. European T•neatcr. Study No. 2, indicates that the Supreme
Commander decided early against a single ground firce commander, in the
same sense that he possessed a single air and naval force commandcr.
General Eisenhower justified this decisiox. -ith the following:

He (Eisenhower) believed that if an overall ground
- force commander were designated, he would be con-
" s -tantlv directing him in his efforts ard that the es-

tablishment of in additional headquarters in. the chain
of command tras unnecessary. So it was only for the
"initial phase of Continental operations and until the
Supreme Headquarters was established on the Con-
tinent that the Supreme Commander utilized an overall .
ground force commander. From that time forw.ard he
placed himself in direct control. (Ref 3, p 20) (parentheses added)

In essence, General Eisenhower's Supreme Headquarters Allied Expe-
ditionary Force 'S1IAEF) %,as functioning as headquarters, theater army for
operations. Headquarters, ETOUSA was to function as theater army head-
quarters for administration and supply only. By this arrangement, the combat
mission was removed from ETO and placed in SHAEF. The army groups
did, in effect, constitute the tactical headquarters for operations under the

comma.ad of the Supreme Commander (SIJA F). ]low this command Was
exercised by General Eisenhower is well explained by General Patton in the
following extract from his War As I Knew It:

On December 19, 1944, General Eisenhower had
a meeting at Verdun with General Bradley. General

* Devers, and myself and the members of his Staff
present. The decisioq was made for the Third Army
to attack the Southern flank of the Bulge. I was asked
when I could make the attack. I stated that I could do
so with three divisions on the morning of the twenty-
thirdl of December. I had made this estimate before
going to Verdun, and had taken exactly eighteen
minutes to make it. General Eisenhower stated that
I should wait until I got at least six divisions. I told
him that, in my opinion, a prompt attack ti th three
was better than waiting for six - particularly when I
did not know where I could get the other three.
Actually, the attack of the III Corps with the 80th.
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26th. and 4th Armored Divisions jumped off on the
morning of December 22, one day ahead of the time
predicted.

In making this attack we were wholly ignorant of
what was ahead of us, but were determined to strike
through to Bastogne, which we did on the twenty-sixth.
I am sure that this early attack was of material assist-
ance in producing our victory. (Ref L2, p 387)

In the beginning, SttAEF was strictly a planning organization with combat
operations to begin upox D-Day and a successful landing on the continent of
Europe. Under the plan, the army group headquarters was to develop as
it was needed by the tactical requirements. While General Marshall, Chief
of Staff, had already named Lieutenant General Omar N. Bradley as the First
US Army Commander, he was not ready at this time to name a commander
for the proposed Army Group. Gen:ral Jacob L. Devers (later commander
of the 6th US Army Group) suggested that follow•ing the pattern of World War I
a EIS General Headquarters be established to direct both operations and ad-
ministration. This organization was to consist primarily of a field head-
quarters to direct combat opero'ý.ons and a rear echelon to accomplish theater
supply and administrative functions. This was to be done by gradually
doubling the staff sections of ETOUSA. Under General Devers' concept
when the field headquarters moved ' the continent, the theater would be re-
organized, thus permitting at least in theory, a greater independence of
operational and administrative command.

The following extract is significant in that it explains the rationale for
the eventua: development of the comm-.nd structure without the establishment
of a US general headr iarters.

Lt. Gen. Jacob L. Devers, the U.S. Theater
Commander in early September (1943) took exception
to the Morgan proposal. He felt that it would put units
smaller than a corps under direct British command and
would deprive the Supreme Commander of operational
control in the early stages of the assault. lie suggested
instead that separate British and American zones oi
action be established with all U.S. forces, land, sea,
and air, undcr a single U. S. commander, and that both
Allied forces be directed and controlled as self-
sufficient units by the Supreme Commander. ills
proposal for close coordination of the initial assault
by the advanced headquarters of SIIAEF was considerc-d
unsound bh the COSSAC staff members who held that
Supreme Headquarters was a strategic and not a
tactical command. They felt it unorthodox to cut out
army group and army headquarters, and saw no place
%%here the Supreme Commander could go for.v,.rd to
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direct the battle in the early phases and still be in touch
with the Allied governments. (Ref 9, pp 43-44)'

t (Parenthesis added)

Finally, the plan envisioned the evolution of the command in three
distinct stages, in the initial two phases of the landing and assault. However.
in the initial assault phase, the First 1. S. Army and the Second British
Army, although under the direct command of General Sir Bernard L.
Montgomery of the 21st Army Group, were to possess some degree of
operational and logistical independence. The 21st Army Group, in the
second phase, was charged with the mission of controlling tactical operations
and administrative and supply operations. Supply operations w'ere to be
controlled by the staffs of the 1st Army Group and the Deputy Commander of
the Communications Zone. In the third and final phase, the 1st Army Grouptwas to be made responsible for an operational area and Headquarters,
SHAEF was to exercise command of the two army groups. (Ref 10, p 204).

The concept of the higher command echelonment as advanced bv General
Devers was not approved in principle by General Marshall who believed that
maximum separation of operational and administrative function was desired.
Further, General Marshal! believed so strongly that the new headquarters
should not be burdened with theater administra."ive and supply responsibilities
that he recommended that the Army Group be physically separated from
ETOUSA. (See Fig 6.) In these words he established his principle "I desire
that the Army% Group Headquarters be initially controlled directly by General
Omar N. Bradley under your supervision (Eisenhower's) and that it not be
merely an offshoot to ETO Headquarters." The fllo\ving extract from Cross-
Channel Attack, by G. A. Harrison, is of interest:

.| First, U. S. Army Group (FUSAG) was activated
on 16 October. Its first assigned task was operational
planning under the direction of ETOUSA. The opera-
tional missions of both FUSAG and First Army were
to be assigned later by COSSAC. By this time. how-
ever, it had already been decided that First U. S. Arm,
would command at least all American troops in theI [assault and that 21 Army Group, chiefly because it was
early on the scene and had participated in COSSAC
planning would have over-all ground command in the
assault and early build-up phases. In effect, those
decisions meant that the role of FUSAG would be to take
over command of U. S. troops when two American
armies had become operational on the Continent, that is
to say, after the establishment of the initial lodgement
area. (Ref 13, p 115)

General Eisenhower, as Supreme Commander, controlled and co-
ordinated the overall nianning and final execution of Operation Overlord

5 The initial COSSAC plan for Overlord called for ore US and three
British divisions in the assault under a British army commander.
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(see Figure 6). Naval, ground, and air commanders were delegfated with
"responsibility for detailed planning of their parts of the operation. The plan,
when executed, was to be commanded by the Supreme Commander. The
following extract indicates the division of the theater command on D-Day
and until 1 September 1944.

It was evident after 1 September that there was
doubt as to what functions would be carried on at the
SHAEF level and what at the ETOUSA/Com Z level.
The organizational charts issued by ETOUSA/Com Z
at the time indicated that the organization at that

- - headquarters was really the old SOS organization
changed into a Coin Z form, but with added theater
functions, or rather with the retention of the Theater
functions which the ETOUSA/SOS Headquarters had
in the U.K. The functions retained by the theater

- •commander himself at the SHAEF level were of a
nature which General Eisenhower desired to keep
under his personal control and were not published.
"(Ref 3, p 75) (emphasis furnished)

In January 1944, General Eisenhower ordered that Headquarters,ETOUSA
and Headquarters,Services of Supply be consolidated. Although ETOUSA was
commanded nominally by General Eisenhower, Lieutenant General John C. 1H.

- - Lee, the former Commanding General of the Services of Supplvy, actually
controlled ETOUSA. The following comment is significant:

In Mid-January 1944,

... General Eisenhower had consolidated Head -
quarters, European Theater of Operations, U. S. Army,
which was responsible for all U. S. forces in the theater,
and headquarters, Services of Supply, which had the
chief responsibility for mounting and supplying the U. S.
part of the operation. (Overlord) At the sanie time heJ appointed Major General John C. H. Lee, the Services
of Supply commander with special responsibilities for
administration and supply. General Lee~s tasks in-
cluded command of the Communications Zone troops in
the United Kingdom and on the Continent, necessary
activities in connection with static defense, and per-
formance of additional duties delegated by the theater
commander. (parenthesis added) (Ref 9, p 267)

Almost from its inception, the organization, as outlined above, en-in countered difficulties. These problems took the form of allegations from the
field commanders that the commander of the services of supply possessed
controls over personnel and supplies that could c-use discrimination

I against the field forces. G-4, SItAEF staff officers were placed in the un-
comfortable position of having to function as umpires between disputants and
as advisors to the Supreme Commander. General Lee took the position as
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Sj commander of the Services of Supply that General Crawford, the SHAEF,
j (G-4, was endeavoring to ex-ert control of all supply matters pertaining to

the US forces. Fortunately, this period of difficulty in command responsi-
bility definition on these highest levels occurred before D-Day. A partial
solution was advanced by General Walter B. Smith, the SHAEF Chief Cf Staff
who issued on order to the effect that the Supreme Commander would use the
SHAEF staff officers only in the conduct of US matters which he had re-
tained under his control (see Figure 7).(Ref 9, p 267)

Despite the order previously issued, as noted abode, General
Eisenhower was forced by the complex and tangled command situation to
personally intervene between the two major commands in the matters of
broad policy interpreti.ion and assignment of objectives and priorities. lie
took the position that any of these facets which involved two or more 'US
commands became the responsibility of the US theater commander.
Falling back upon the well-known principle of delegation, he proposed certain
duties to pass on to the commanders of the major commands. But hIe still
reserved to himself the right to use the US elements in an advisory capa-
bility of the SHAEF staff and certain of the section chiefs of the special and
technical staff sections of ETOUSA.

Further clarification and solution of this military command problem was
attempted by the Supreme Commander when he promulgated on 21 July 1944
the procedure for

... carrying out "so called American administration in'
this Allied theater of operations." Communications with
various U.S. headquarters on supply were to be channeled
through the Communications Zone commander, since he
retained all theater duties except decisions and policy on
major differences among the principal U. S. commands.
Because it was clearly impossible to separate U. S. and
Allied matters completely, General Eisenhower added,
he would habitually use "the senior U. S. officer in each
of our several sections as an advisor on applicable U. S.
matters, when the subject is of the type that requires the
Theater Commander to take personal action." Although
this arrangement, he noted, did not make SHAEF officers
part of the theater staff, they were "conve.jent agents
responsible to me for advice and where necessary for
following up something of particular importance."
(Ref 9, p 26P)

With the advent of D-Day and the initiation of combat operations, the
future of headquarters, ETOUSA appeared about to be restricted to the more
prosaic roles of supply and administration. If the control of overall supply
for combat operations was turned over to th i Army group, ETOUSA would
be cast in a somewhat minor role. Even worse, ETOISA would be duplica-
ting many supply functions performed by SOS. Such duplication would be
wasteful of both manpower and supplies. The main question then vas whdther
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V77, 7.

theater headquarters should exercise overall tontrol of supply and admin-
istration; this control would be under direction of a deputy theater commander,
or exercised by the operational field force headquarters. There were three
possible solutions, i.e., implementation of a concept advanced by General
Jacob L. Devers, which envisioned Ist Army Group lleadquartei s a- the
principal operational headquarters: or the establishing of a general head-
quarters in overall command, or the continuation of Headquarters, ETO)USA
consolidated with Headquarters, Services of Supply (SOS). (Ref 10, p 197)

Once SHAEF Headquarters and the army groups were firmly involved
in the tactical operations in France, and the planned takeover of operations
by General Eisenhower occurred, what was to be the fate of ETOUSA? In
essence, the question remained unanswered, at !east, up to the time of
D-Day and the immediately subsequent period. Headquarters, ETOUSA was
well set up in London to function in the fields of supply and administration
but these two activities were intended to be left under the national
commanders within the framework of the Allied command. However, it
was believed by those concerned that there should be an overall US head-
quarters. With its ready-made organization and its already assigned staff
headquarters, ETOUSA could continue to carry on as a US headquarters.

The transfer of overall control of U. S. Forces to an
Allied command raised an obvious question: what was
to be done with the organization Headquarters, ETOS.A,
and what was to be the command role of its commanding
general? There remained the field of supply and ad-
ministration, which was to be left under national com-
manders. Furthermore, it was generally felt that some
overall US headquarters should be maintained.
(Ref 10, pp 195-196)

The requirement for a base of operations called for retention of -a stable
and secure base in England in case the planned invasion of Europe did not
succeed in making a lodgment--and the Allied Forces had tc' summarily
withdraw. When the landing was secure, administration and supply would
physicall., come within the responsibilities of the units engaged in combat
operations. The pre-invasion roles of both the SOS and ETOUSA are
explained below. The post--lodgment roles for these two headquarters on
the Continent were not so clear. Ruppenthal comments:

Once the operation was launched, the SOS had to
"provide support from the United Kingdom for all U. S.
forces on the Continent and arrange for continued
support from the United Kingdom, the United States,
and other sources. At the same time it had to be pre-
pared to move from the United Kingdom to the Continent
and organize the lines of communications there without
interruption in its normal ser%-ices. Fitting this
ETOUSA-SOS organization into the planning setup of 1st
Army Group and 21 Army Group and defining its future
role on the continent proved to be one of the biggest
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organizahi ,nal problems still remaining. (Ref 10, 1) 205)

General i.snlhu,• cr insisted upon G-3 SfIAEF maintaining close contact
with Army Group c,,mmanders. The Deputy G-3, who was a British officer,
effected this liai., m with the Chief of Staff of the 21st Army Group. After
D-Dav the Supreme Commander, once the troops had landed successfully in
Normandy, called upon his own SHAEF staff in such matters as planning
combat operations and directing French Resistance operations, airborne
forces, bombing, and interservice problems. (Ref 9, p 71)

As combat operations on the Continent developed, it was discovered by
field commanders at army group and army levels that the system was not
working in a catisfactory manner. The principal criticism came from both
the SHAEF and the Communications Zone staffs, particularly, G-4. The
unsatisfactory state of command functional relationships xi as again broughtI; to the fore by the critical ammunition and gasoline shortages which appeared
during the operations of August and September 19441. Much of the blame was
placed by field commanders upon Headquarters, Communications Zone (General
Lee). General Crawford, the SHAEF G-4, requested that the US members
of the SHAEF staff be given "a considerably greater measure of supervision
than (seemed) to be contemplated by existing orders. " General Crawford' s
intentions are well-explained by the following extract:

He (General Crawford) did not mean that General
Lee' s staff should cease to function, but held that -n-
creased supervision by SHAEF was required... An
alternative solution, he added, was to attach strong
elements of Communications Zone to SHAEF to act

directly under the Supreme Commander. (Ref 9,
p 268) (parentheses added)

General Eisenhower did not act on any of the suggestions made, as
above. by General Crawford. The situation of SitAFF and the Communica-
tions Zone Headquarters remained pretty much status quo until the end of
1944 (see Figure 8). Why the Supreme Commander failed to implement the
suggestions of General Crawford cannot be readily ascertained from the
record. However, it may be inferred that General Eisenhower and his C(hief
of Staff, General Walter B. Smith, were in close proximity to Headquarters,
Communications Zone and its commander General John C. H. Lee to give the
difficulties which arose their personal attention and decisive action. This
situation of proximity was most fortunate as it enabled the Supreme Com-
mander to intervene, when necessary, to ensure that his operitional
decisions were carried cut promptly. (Ref 9, p 268)

In summary, the European Theater of Operations exemplified the
situation of a combined theater of operations absorbing and assimilating the
combat forces of an ally. The designation of a Supreme Commander, Allied
Expeditionary Forces and the organization of the Joint Staff and the Combined
Staff contributed to the principle of unity of command. The logistical support
from bases and advanced bases functioned well under the Services of Supply
type organization as envisioned under the Army Service Forces concept
(see Figure 9).
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In the European Theater of Operations the 12th Army Group, General
Bradley: the 21st Army Group, General Montgonmery; and the Mth Arm%
Group, General Devers. in a practical sense, constitubed the Theater Army
tactical units available to General Eisenhower as Sa-preme Commander for
the accomplishment of his mission, as outlined in his basic Letter of
Instructions. As provided in the Plan (Overlord), General Eisenhower
assumed command once the Normandy beachheads had been secured. Until
that time, General Montgomery, commanded both army groups. In effect, he
was the Tactical Army Commander until General Eisenhower assumed over-
all command.

From available evidence ETOUSA functioned as Theater Army head-
|quarters for all Army activities except operations in the field. The principal
tactical unit of ETOUSA, Theater Army, 12th Army Group. came under

operational control of SHAEF.

On I August 1944, 12th Army Group assumed
operational command over First United States Army
(Lt. Gen. Courtney H. [lodges) and Thii-d United States
Army (Lt. Gen. George S. Patton), itself remaining
under the operational control of 21 Army Grou;Y (British)
until 1 September 1944, when it ias-placed under the
direct command of Supreme Headquarters, Allied Ex-
peditionary Force (SHAEF). (lef 14, p 491)

In retrospect, the command fituation in the European Theater of Opera-
tions was complicated by several factors, including the following: it was a
unified and Allied coLmmand, "'hich tried out a Sea-vices of Supply combat
support concept, as such. Thd Field Service Regulation operational doctrine
of division of the theater of opeyrations into t*o principal zones, i.e., the
Combat Zone and the Communications Zone, was proven to be valid in
actual operations (see Figure 10). Yet, there were difficulties within the
areas of command and administration. The functioning ',f the Headquarters
of the Supreme Commander first as a planning headquarters and, later, as
a tactical headquarters--with joint staff usage between ETOUSA and SHAEF
posed serious problems of military command protocol. The followring
extract may help to clarify.

If this set up (ETOUSA-SOS) is difficult to under-
stand some consolation may perhaps be derived from
the knowledge that it was not always completely under-
stood by the people involved in it and that in practice it
often became somewhat difficult to operate. After the
invasion there was a tendency for SHAEF to assume
more and more the aspect of an American theater head-
quarters as well as an Allied one, and for General Lee's

headquarters to gradually become a purely Communications
Zone headquarters. But during the preparatory phase
from January to June (1944), the consolidated ETOUSA-
SOS headquarters was definitely the theater headquarters,
supreme in the supply and administrative field under the
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direction of the deputy theater commnandler (General
Lee). (Ilef 10, p 201) (Parentheses added)

The functioning of the European Theiater of Operations fiustrates thle
Orierationz; of a combined headquarters from the point of view of planning
acti~ities, command, and subsequent operations. As an Allied headquarters.
SHAIAF: -%as an outstanding examnple of thle waging of war by nationals of
different countries allied in a common mission. 'Ile complIete integration of
ground, air, and naval forces of the Allied powe-rs was a tribute to the
single-p-,rpuse planning of the participants to defeat of the elnemy. The
planning and execution of Overlord demonstrated thle militar\ professionalism
of those responsible. The successes onl the ground. in the air, and onl thle
sea were directly aftrihu table to Mh- bravery., morale, skill, an(, spirit of
self-sacrifice of units and individual p~ersonnel under competent leadership.

The entire structure of ETOUSA existed for puirposes of planning,
directing, admrinistering, and supplying combat operations agrainst the enemly.
The ultimate test z, the efficacy of the European Theater of Op)erations was
to be found in ',L ability to organize, administer, and supply the theater army
and other i -its wvi'.hin its area. But the organization of the'Supreme hlead-
qutarter- i.d xpeditionary Force, per se, removed from the Commanding
Gen~eral ~-a Theater Headquarters jwhich was. in fact, theater army
headqcuartersi control of thle tactical combat mission. As noted, these
cperatioins wvere controlled directly by tile 'Ripreme Commander, Allied
Exiieditionary Force. By this token, Headquarters, Theater Army, European
TIheater of Operations does not appear to have had a combat mission. From
availablie evidence, ETOU.SA possessed only a supply and administrative
function for its theater army tactical units which were in combat operations
as army groups und.2r dit ect control of SIIAEF (see Appen'dix B). Hence,
Headquarters. SHAFF, did possess5 a itactical combat mission, which was
carried out by the army groups.

The situation in thle Europeaii 'Theater of Operations in 1943I-194.5 was a
highly specialized one requiring the mou-ating of an air and sea invasion of
hostile territory under c-)mmane. of a (omibined Allied Headquarters. This
initial separation of the invadirg forces from their original boise had the
effect of removing- the combat mission from Headquarters. ETOUSA and
b~estow~ing by direct order of the Supreme Commiander this operational
resp~onsibility upon SHAEF (sc-- Figure' 11).

After 1945. thib European Theater of Operations became, through a
series of changes. the United States European Command %'1 TEXCONM). Wh~ile
not an active theater of operations. I SELICOMI possesses that potential in
connection wvith its particilpation in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO). Th-ý US European Command is in reality the bulwark of NATO's
ready forces. Its geographical area of responsibiflities includes the land
areas of the m~emb~ers participating i-' the NATO paci. A US Army general
commands thle European (ommand and also serves as NATO's supreme
mil '-y commander in Euirope.

The Army* component of USEUCOM i- the US Army "uropc (USAIIEUR)
with headquarters in Heidelberg. Germany. Thle major force Within thle
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USAREUR is the Seventh Army. Inasmuch as East GermanyN and
Czechoslovakia are satellites of the USSI. units or the Seventh Army are
stationed along the border region as a deterrent to would-be Soviet-trained
aggressors. Seventh Army equipment and organization is 'uell adapted to
the terrain. Its weaponry possesses the capability of either conventional or
nuclear response to an attack from across the border.

The following comment on the present-day position of the US Seventh
Army is offered as significant of the trends tow-ard the futurc, both as to
strategy and weaponry. C. J. V. Murphy, Editor of Fortune Magazine, has said:

The great Seventh Army, dispersed anmong the un-
numerable and now quite run-down \Vehrmacht Kasernen,
is under no illusions about the decline in the value of the
reserve assets still being carried on its books. So long
as the overall American capacity for decisive nuclear
action continues to register in Soviet calculations, this
switching of resources from one ocean theater to another
is probably not dangerous. But as a long-run proposition,
it has begun to worry the Army. It finds itself drawn
deeper anddeeper into Asia. but there is no place there
for the massive divisions -- for the heavy tanks and the
cannon - in which so much of its capital has been in-
vested over the years in the support of a forward
NATO strateg'y. Yet Europe still remains the princi-
pal likely theatre of decision, and it is inconceivable
that the light divisions being formed at such cost for
the Vietnam ,war could ever be usefully transplanted
to Europe for an emrgency there. (Ref 15. p 124)

Of particular and additional interest. in the above-cited quotation, is
the inference that there exists a "theaterof disi." Further there is the
inference that particular theaters may require certa n type units and may
never be able to successfully employ certain other o• the newest US Army
tactical formations. The validity of such inferential fomment cannot be
established within the limits of this study. However, it is believed to be
necessary to point out that such thinking should be considered as germane
to the overall subject of theater of operations evolution.

In his Annual Report, 1964, The Secretary of Defense vtommented upon

the US Army posture in EUCOM as follows:

Along a 400-mile front of the Iron Curtain the
major element of US-AREI"R -- Seventh Army -- has
three mechanized infantry divisions and two armored
divisions deployed in central Europe behind a screen
of four armored cavalry regiments. These dix-isions,
as well as the Berlin Brigade, completed reorganiza-

J tion under the R(AD (Reorganization Objective Army
j Division) concept euring fiscal ycar 1964.
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TJo jinlproviltihe combat readIiness of tile 1". S. forces,
the latest weap)ons and equipment continued to flow to

U SAl EU1-it. a stead%* pace-te 1IGANan
PERISHING missile system, self-propelled 175mmn guins.
15.5mm self -propellIed howitzers to replace the 1105's
in division direct support b~attalionis,anid add~itionial
Il0iE'ES'1 .OllN rocket launcher- (Rlef 16. p) 111)

The addition of the latest missile systems such as the SERG EANT an'd
the PEIISIIING is mentioned. as well as the conversion of al! ground units to
the RlOAD) concept. Inasmuch as this cited report was published in 196(4 and
there have been no subse(1 ue;,t reports of the Secretary of IDefense in) thle
public domain. the extract is included as of historical value and authenticity.

In Northeastern Italy. the Southern European Task 'Force (SETAF)
constitutes the second most important comblat clement oil USAR FUR. This
organization is a highly mobile tacetical nuclear missifle force. While it is

§ much smaller than the Seventh At-my its nuclear weapons give It an excep-
timnal fire power for a unit of its size. a;prox.imately 10. 000 men.'

leIn 19(66, France under the leadership Gf its P~resident, General Charles
deGaulle, withdreiv from tile cooperative framework of XATO. T7his

____ situation has placed USAIIEUR in an awkward position requiring the reap-
praisal of strategic and tactical p~lans. Further, in 1966 nearly' 40, 000 highly
trained troops had to be withdrawn from USAREUR because of the pressures
of the war in Vietnam. (Ref 17, p) 13-5)

In 1949. the -North Atlantic Treaty Orgranization
came into being. Although NATO supports cooperation
of its member natiors in a number of fields, the heart
of thle Treaty is military cooperation. 'T7he United
States. as onie of ;ts contributions, negotiated a series
of bilateral agreements wvith member nations whereby
direct military aid was furnished to bolster the armed
strength of the XATO countries. In the first ten years
of operation, the American military aid program for
NATO nations amounted to some $20 billion.

All of these measures were effective in containing
Soviet imperialism in "urope- A stabilized uiestern

f Europe. its armies refurbished, refitted, mutually
* supporting. and backed by the resources of the United

* States, iis territories protected by the Americar.
nuclear arsenal, no longer presented its earlie- tempta-
tio'n to Soviet adventures. Stalemated in one direction,
the (ommunist Bloc sought targets of opportunit% in
other directions. New targets were not hard to find. (Ref" 17, p 107)

Pizer. Lt. Col. Vernon, The United States Army. New York:
Praeger Publishers. 1967.
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The relationship of NATO, EUCOM, and USAREUR to the World War 11
European Theater of Operations miay not be too evident to the present-day
reader. Blriefly, FT0 may be citedi as the common ancestor of them all.
Without the organizational base established by ETO during World WaIr 11,
and carried over into the occupation. Marshall Plan, and INATO phases,
the establishment of a unified command in Europe would have b.,en difficult,
if not impossible! The experience of the US Army- in Europe during and

* ~after World W~ar 11 had a salient effect upon the form and mission of our
* active theater of operations. The conversion of Array and Army Head-

quarters from a hot war to a unified command with cold war mission is an
important aicomplishment recorded in the post-war history of the European
Theater of Operations geographical1 area.

The theater of operations in the futuie will, in general and in part,
conform to the patterns established by its historical predecessors. Those
patterns set by the European Theater of Operations during World War 11
w( i-e workabIc and functioned to assure Allied 'victory. Whether they %vill
be acceptable and work-able in a conflict of the future cannot Ucý foreseen or
foretold. In the long history of warfare the military profession tends to
retain and improve proven, successful wvays and means of achieving the
obje4-ive. Today, the knowledgeable soldier is constantly looking toward the
historical past and to the near and distant future. He does this in order to
review old patterns, or to establish new and acceptable ones, for the conduct
-)f nillitary operations for which he and the members of his profession wvill
bear the responsibility.
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CHAPTER III

EVOLUTION OF THE SOUTIHVFS'T PACIFIC AREA
ST1HEATER OF OPERATIONS

j The attack by the Japanese upon Pearl Harbor on 7 December 1941, and
the subsequent invasion of the Philippines initiated a struggle in the Pacific
that was to develop into one half of a global war. The purpose of this study
is to show how a theater of operation theater army evolved and developed
from the disaster at Pearl Harbor and the defense, surrender, and recapture
of the Philippines. At its inception this theater of operations was perhaps
one of the most disadvantaged harge-scale military organizations in modern
warfare.

Inasmuch as the Philippines are composed of numerous islands covering
an area thousands of miles in extent, the problems of military organization
and command were fraught with communicalion and supply difficulties. As
the major Japanese attack was expected to be concentrated against the island
ol Luzon whereon was situated Manila, the capital of the Philippines, General
Dotnglas MacArthur concentrated the bulk of his available forces, both
American and Filipino, on that island.

In July 1941 the Pacific command was designated by the War Department
as the United States Armv Forces in the Far East (USAFFE). The Far East
Air Force (FEAF) was the air arm of General MacArthur' s command.
USAFFE was in e-xistence until 21 March 1942. (Ref 18, p 4, Vol 1)

The theater of operations in the Pacific area during World War II re-
flected the principles of theater organization and operation as outlined in the
r ield Service Regulations in a somewhat different way than did the other
theaters of operations. Amphibious warfare was stressed and the use of
bases for support of maneuvering ground, naval, and air forces was

emphasized. The environment of the sea and the islands contributed to the
importance of naval operations in the theater. The air arms of the Army and
Navy were ci itical weapons in support of the island-hopping infantry campaigns
of General MacArthur' s forces as they fought toward the Philippines and ad-

I vanced nearer the mainland of Japan.

In the Pacific. General MacArthur' s Southwest Pacific
Area (SWPA) was an Allied and a joint command, and it
also ,.cmprised a U.S. Army theater. The Pacific Ocean
Area (POA) under Admiral Nimitz also wzs recognized as
an Allied command, though actually it functioned as a U.S.

I joint theater; the South Pacific Area had a separate organi-
zation, but was subordinate to Nimitz, v. hile he commanded
directly the Central Pacific and the North Pacific sub-
divisions. (Ref 19, pp 492-493)

Historically, organization of the Southwest Pacific area began on a noteI of defeat as General MacArthur withdrew from the Philippi.acs to Australia.
The plan called for the use of Australia as a sanctua"v-base to reconstitute
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the US forces to defeat the enemN. The geograph% of the Pacific Theater
was entir.Av different from that of Europe, and logisticai support had to
be furnished over vast seas, trackless land masses, and jungle areas: as
a result, the Pacific war became a contest for bases.

Geographically, Australia was a natural selection for the major base
from whence to mount the Allied advance against the Japanese. Upon his
arrival there, General MacArthur found that a United States troopship
convoy had already arrived. Initially, the troops aboard were formed into
Task Force South Pacific (TFSP). Upon debarkation at Brisbane this
designation was changed on 5 January 1942 to the United SLates Arm% Forces
in Australia (USAFtA) The principle mission of USAFIA was to establish
a service of supply in support of the United States and Phiiippine tr.)ops then
fighting the last battle in the defense of the Philippines. Concurrendy,

- General MacArthur's Far East Air Force moved from the Philippines to
Australia. The basic mission for the Air Force at this time was to protect
the lines of communication to the Philippines. Additionally, the small Air
Force was to bring support for the operation, and cooperate with the Nav-
and Allied forces. The area of operation was designated as Australia and
the Netherland's East Indies.

Responsibility for the administration and supply of
their own units remained with the Australian branches
of the services and with the units of the U. S. Navy and
the Royal Netherlands Navy assigned to General
MacArthur's control. The administration of Netherlands
Army and Air Force elements was handled through
national channels, but logistical support was provided
by American agencies. Administration and supply of
the U. S. Groundand Air 1orces,cxcept. for certain
activities charged to the Air Force, wvere the responsi-
bility of United States Army Forces in Australia, oper-
ating in accordance with policies set forth by General
Headquarters. Gene, I Barnes, in command of United
States Army Forces in Australia, was responsible for
all U.S. Army Forces (other than air corps elemcntsl
except for operational control of the units assigned to
Allied Land Forces. (Ref I1, p 34, Vol I)

The superior weight of the Japanese forces continued to push the
Americans to%%ard the eventual breakdown of their defense in the Philippines'.
Shortage of food, medicines, and ammunition contributed to that eventual
end of formal resistance. On 22 February 1942, General .MacArthur whs
ordered by President Roosevelt to proceed to Australia. Upon arrival
there his instructions required him to organize a new headquarters and a
new command for the prosecution of the war against the Japanese. The six -
da3 journey through enemy territory is an epic of modern military history
wherein a commander and segments o: the staff of a defeated armi with-
drew against all hazards to a new base. Tc General Jonathan M. Wainwright
fell the difficult and heartbreaking task of the last-ditch defense of the
Philippines and eventual surrender to the Japanese. With General
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Wainwright's surrender on 6% May 1942 the prior command organization was
dissolved automatically. Between the departure of General MacArthur and
the surrender of General Wainwright the USAFFE was being replaced by
"General MacArthur in Australia. (Ref 18, pp 29-33, Vol I)

Because of the rapid advances made by the Japanese in the Pacific
area during 1941 and 1942, invasion of the continent of Australia was more
than a possibility. General MacArthur, upon his arrival in Australia,
faced two problems: the establishment of a base from whence to return
to the Philippines, and organization, in conjunction with the Australians,
of a defense for Australia. Inasmuch as Australia is almost as large as
the United States, with more than 12,000 miles of coast line, organization
of defense was a difficult task. The arrival of American troops in
Australia helped bolster considerably the lightly manned Australian
defense. In March 1942 the Japanese were moving steadily toward Darwin,
the port on the Northwest Coast. Actually, both Darwin and Townsville
had been bombed by a series of air raids. Actions had been initiated to
implement a coordinated defense by the American and New Zealand govern-
ments and the new Allied commander-to-be. The final action in this matter
awaited .he arrival of General MacArthur. (Ref 18, pp 22-27, Vol I)

On 18 April 1942 General MacArthur assumed command of the Southwest
Pacific Area and established his general headquarters at Melbourne,
Australia. The forces immediately t-nder hIs headquarters were as follows:
the Allied Land Forces (ALF), Allied Air Forces (AAF), Allied Naval
Forces (ANF), the United States Army Forces irs Australia (USAFIA), and
the United States Forces in the Philippines (USFIP).

Directions issued under the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and approved by
President Roosevelt established separate areas of command responsibility.

The directives thus approved--they were dated 30
March 1942--- established the two Pacific areas, set
their geographical limits, named the commanders, and
assigned their missions. MacArthur, as expected, was
appointed Supreme Commander (a title he himself changed
to Commander in Chief) of the Southwest Pacific Area;
Admiral Nimitz, Commap o- in Chief, Pacific Ocean
Areas. The boundaries of .ae tiwu arc-as conformed to
the earlier agreement: MacArthur's domain included
Australia, the Philippines, New Guinea, the Solomons,
the Bismarck Archipelago, and all of the Netherlands
Indies e:zce.t Sumatra. Admiral Nimitz' command,
though it had less land area, wxas even larger in extent
and encompassed the remainder of the Pacific except
for a broad band of ocean off the coast of Central and
South America. It %as divided into three subordinate

'ýThe Philippine Garrison was actually a part of the theater organization--
ABDA, i.e., American, British, Dutch, and Australian Forces allied against
the Japanese.
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areas, two of them, the Central and North Pacific, under
Nimitz' direct control, and the third, the South Pacific,
under a naval officer responsible toNiniitz. The dividing

line between the first two was at 42' north, thus placing
Hawaii, the Gilberts and Marshalls, wec Mandated Islands,
and Japan itself in the Central Pacific. The South Pacific
Area, which extended southward from the equator, between
the Southwest Pacific and longitude 1100 west, included the
all-important line of communications. (Ref 20, p 249)

Almost immediately, the Australian government named General
MacArthur as the Supreme Commander in a new Allied Command, the
Southwest Pacific Area (SWPA) as such, he commanded all Allied forces
in Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific Ocean area as far north as the
Equator. His responsibility was to the British and American Combined
Chiefs of Staff. Within one month, General MacArthurl s theater command
was established as a unified command in the Southwest Pacific. One of his
first steps was to order complete integration of the United States and
Australian forces for the defense of the continent, The Australian and
United States Air Forces were placed under the command of General
George H. Brett, United States Army Air Force. United States, Australian,
and New Zealand naval forces were placed under the command of Vice
Admiral Herbert F. Leary, USN. In the Southwest Pacific Ileadquarters,
administration remained integral to all national units assigned. T ogistical
support was furnished by the Americans to the Netherlands Army and Air
Force. Under General Headquarters. .'TPA, administration and supply of
all US groind and air forces were the responsibilities of the United States
Army For-es in Australia, which acted as a communications zone. The
policies for supply and logisitics were established by General Headquarters.
The commanding general of the United States Army Forces in Australia was
responsible for all operational control of the units assigned to the Allied
Land Forces.

On 27 February 1943 the United States Army Forces Far East (USAFFE)
were reestaLblished, with headquarters in Brisbane, Australia. Under
command of General MacArthur at this time were Headquarters USAFFE;
Special Troops, USAFFE; the 6th United States Army; the Fifth United
States Air Force; and the US Army Services of Supply, Southvest Pacific
Area (see Figure 12).

USAFFE functions were broadly defined under
General Order No. 1, Hq, USAFFE 26 February 1943.
The basic purpose in reconstituting the command was
to relieve the General Staff, GHQ SWPA, of all ad-
ministrative functions and operational duties which could
be delegated to a separate headquarters (Theater Army)
charged solely with exercising such functions.

A definite line of demarcation divided the responsi-
bilities of LSAFFE from those of GHQ, SWPA. The
differences may be defined as follows:
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!!. C;I1Q, SWPA, would continue to direct and .r'ntrol:
a. Combat employment of all US army units

in the SWPA. (This assignment to operational control
would not, however relieve llq, USAFFE of administra-
tive responsibility for inits so :assigned except when spe-
cifically directed by Itq, SWPA).

b. Military Intelligence - except counterintel-
ligence activities specifically delegated to llq, USAFFE.

c. Policies governing relations with Allied Forces
and with Allied governments and agencies.

4 d. Increases in forces and means.

e. General establishment of priorities, to the
"extent necessary to provide for strategical and tactical
operations with respect to:

'1) Shipment of supplies, troops and re-
placements

(2) Assignment of replacements

(3) Geographical distribution of supplies
and maintenance of supply levels.

2. All other activities of the United States Army in
SWPA were to be directed and controlled by Hq USAFFE.
(Ref 21, pp 10-11) (emphasisand parentheses added) (See App. B)

'The Australian authorities readily adopted suggestions
made by" General MacArthur. The most complete co-
operation existed throughout the war between him and the
other nationalities wi.thin his command--Australians,
Filipinos, Dutch, British, and New Zealanders. Not
only was there an almost complete lack of friction and
misunderstanding, but the ties of mutual respect, good
will, and admiration among the commanders, staffs,
and troops might weil serve as a model for a mix.ed
international force. General MacArthur's abil1tv to
gain and maintain the full confidence of these nations
and their forces, of such marked national variance, was
an important factor in the success of the Pacific War.
(Ref 18, Vol 1, p 30)

- All functions and activities of the US Army in the Southwest Pacific Area
(USASWPA) came under the control of Headquarters, USAFFE, except that
General Headquarters, SW\PA, contr-wled the combat employment of US Army
units. Combat missions were initially conducted by C _ixth US Army, whici_
mas joined lat#ir by the Eighth US Army. Except when b-Decified, Headquarters

USAFFE as Theater Army Headquarters, continued to carry the administra-
tive responsibility for the combat units (see Figure 13).
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The plan provided by USAFFE indicated that GIIQ SWPA would have the
responsibility for planning and issuance of directives for training. Included
were joint and combined training, and special training for future operations.
Specifically, Headquarters, USAFFE provided the technical training of the
united arms and services. Headquarters, USAFFE was not required to
issue general directives covering training. (Ref 21)

When the return to the Philippines began, the Pacific Theater campaigns
were marked by superior teamwork among the ground, air, and naval forces.
On the ground, the tactical theater army, if one might be so identified,
consisted primarily of two field armies: the Sixth and the Eighth United
States Armies, under the command of General Walter - rueger and General
Robert L. Eichelberger, respectively (in July 1945, L.e Tenth Army,
Okinawa, under General S. B. Buckrar, was added). At no time did the
Pzcific Theanr see a tactica! 'round unit larger than a field army in opera-
tion. The arrmy group, as us#-. in Europe, was not appropriate to the Pacific
because of the environment, the terrain, and the missions involved in the
operations against the Japanese-held Pacific Islands. Task forces and
regimental combat teroms were usually employed when divisions were too
large for certain missions.

In the Sixth Army, under General Walter Krueger, deceptive organiza-
tional patterns such as the Alamo Force were employed to confuse the
enemy as to numbers and units. Alamo Force was, in reality, another
paper name for the Sixth Army I (see p 13). The Alamo Scouts were actual
Ranger-type units whose principal missions were enemy harassment and
intelligence-gathering. 8 Sixth Army Ranger units were also employed to
supplement the combat operations of the Army. In effect, the two Armies
were the tactical army units of General MacArthur' s command. Because of
the distances involved and their complete separation by the nature of their
respective missions, they were never to constitute an army group. With the
dropping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima. Japan (August 6, 1945), there was
no requirement for the implementation of the invasion plan Coronet. Without
doubt, the invasion, if it had become necessary, would nave required the
organization of army groups, from among units redeployed from the
European Theater of Operations. Only one infantry division, the 87th
Infantry Division, was engaged in re-deployment prior to VJ-Day (2 Sep-S~tember 1945). •

Theater Headquarters in the Pacific (General Headquarters, Army
Forces Pacific) (AFPAC), as the replacement of GHQ (SWVPA), was organized
on the typical general and special staff concepts. Supply was accomplished
be a rear area Services of Supply organization of the communications

8 General Walter Krueger, From Down Under to Nippon, and General Robert

L. Eichelberger, Our Jungle Road to Tokyo, contain detailed accounts
of the operations of the Sixth and Eighth US Armies by their commanders
during World War IL
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zone type operating out of bases and advanced bases. Supply bases opened
and closed and leapfrogged as the troops closed in on the Philippines.

By Ap'ril 1945, after American troops had landed back in the Philippines,
USAFFE was absorbed by GHQ AFPAC as theater army headquarters. On
7 June 1945, when General Headquarters AFPAC were in Manila, USASOS
was discontinued. A new administrative headquarters designated as US
Army Force ;, Western Pacific (AFWESPAC) was established. The mission
of AFWESFAC wa "to provide and operate the administrative and service
facilities and establishments for the logistical support of designated forces
in the Western Pacific." Army Forces Western Pacific, with headquarters
in Manila, was the logistical command for the theater prior to the Japanese
surrender on 2 September 1945.

GHQ AFPAC functioned as theater army headquarters until 'he end of
"the war in September 1945. With the occupation of Japan as its primary
mission, GHQ AFPAC functioned as theater army headquarters until it was
deactivated in January 1947. After January 1947, General MacArthur
assumed another hat (CG USAFFE) (see Figure 14). Until that time he
was wearing the hats of Supreme Commander, Allied Powers (SCAP);
and Commanding General, GHQ AFPAC. In January 1947, the Far East
Command was established in Tokyo with General MacArthur as Commander
in Chief, Far East (CINCFE). The following extract explains the
responsibilities of General MacArthur under his two principal 'iats:

Although GHQ FEC and GHQ SCAP were physicallycombined in Tokyo and the same staff functioned for both

headquarters, there was a definite demarcation in the
authority and responsibility on both geographical and
functional bases. General MacArthur' s authority as
SCAP was limited to the occupation of the four main
islands of Japan and some minor outlying islands and...
he was responsible primarily for military matters, and
his area of responsibility iu. "uded the entire area
assigned to the Far East Command. (Ref 22, p 6)

As noted, all noncombat functions of the US Army in the Southwest 4
Pacific Area were under the control of Headquarters, USAFFE, which
was the analogous "theater army headquarters" for that area during
the war in the Pacific. Further, General MacArthur' s GHQ, Southwest
Pacific Area cantrolled the combat employment of US Army and Allied
units. This responsibility included strategical and tactical planning, and
the general units within the SWPA was I irnished by USAFFE and USASOS
as a communication zone type of organaLation. In view of these situations
it is believed that Headquarters, USA FFE, as an organization in relation-
ship to what would be later termed ""rIketer Army," did not possess
a tactical combat mission (see Appendix B).
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C1FAPTER IV,

TIHE FAR EAST COMMAND IN TIlE KOREAN WAR. 1950-1953

In December 1946 the Joint Chiefs of Staff direc..d that a comprehensive
system of military commands be established in each of lie several regions

Command was established at ok-yo under the command of General Douglas

MacArthur. GHQ, Army F,3rces Pacific (AFPAC), was inactivated and )
GItQ FEC look its ptace. A."s Commander in Chief Far East (CINCFE),
General MacArthur commanded all land, naval, and air forces in the FEC.
This command was exercised through the headquarters of the varicus
services. In addition to the Far East Command's missiens of the support
of the occupation of Japan and the maintenance of military security in Ehe
Far East, the support of US foreign policy, and the carrying out of US
military responsibility in the Philippines, General MacArthur's head-
quarters was charged with the formulation of plans and preparations to
handle a general emergency. At this time General MacArthur, as theater
commander, was wearing two hats: Commander in Chief, Far East (CINCFE),
and Supreme Commander Allied Powers (SCAP). As SCAP his authority was
limited to the four main islands of Japan and some minor outlying islands. In
addition, he was also responsible for nonmilitary activities in Japan. flow-
ever, as CINCFE his responsibilities were primarily military. Geographi- P
cali. his area of responsibility included Japan, South Korea, the If3yuky-u
Islands, the Marianas-Bonin island area, and the Philippines. The
theater organization structure of US forces in the Far East as of 1 January
1947 is shown in Figure 14.

Following World War H, conditions in Korea were in a state of agitation
primarily over the division of the country after World War II into two camps--
the Communist Northfand the Republic of Korea in the South. The 386h
Parallel marked the boundary and Communists were anxiously awaiting the
opportunity of uniting Korea by force.

On 25 June 1950 South Korea was invaded by Communist forces which
moved across the 38th Parallel, captured Seoul, the capital, within three
days, and proceeded southwyard with the objective of conquering all Korea.

The responsibility of CINCFE in Tokyo at the time of the attack was
primarily the evacuation of American citizens from Korea as required by
the US Ambassador. Under CINCFE's direction naval and air forces pro-
vided cover and transportation for the evacuation of the personnel to Japan.
It should be noted that at this time the US forces and the Far East Command
consisted of four understrengih infantry divisions in Japan, and the lin,.ted
Navy and Air Force units then stationed in the Far East.

The United States reacted swiftly to the Communist attack upon the
Republic of Korea; on 25 June the US called for the cessation of hostilities
and asked all members of the United Nations to render assistance. Almost
immediately, President Truman directed General MacArthur to send
military equipment to the Republic of Korea from mutual defense stocks t
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stored in Japan. Within two days the military situation had become so
serious in Korea that the President authorizedC US air and naval forces to
support the Republic of Korea troops. Cn 27 Jume the UN Security Council
recommended that all members of the United Nations come to the aid of
the Repuhdic of Korea to repel the armed attack and restore peace and
security in the area.

It is not the purpose of this study to follow the various actions of the
Korean War. Basically, this portion c t :he study illustrates how an
existing Theater of Operations conver "rom peacetime military occupa-
tional duties to full combat under th, -ine of Theater Army in accordance
with FM 100-15, Field Service Rq-u. larger Units, 1950. In Korea
this transition had to be accomr-lsheu y over night at a heavy cost in
men and materiel. General Walton H. Walker, Commanding General,
Eighth Army, vas tactical commander for General MacArthur, Con-mander
in Chief, UN Command, with GHQ FEC serving as Theater Army Head-
quarters. As such he bore responsibilities comparable to the commanders
of the army groups in the European Theater of Operations in World War I1.

General MacArthur visited the front in Korea on 29 June 1950 and
recommended 'mmediately to the Joint Chiefs of Staff that he as Cl-?CFE be
permitted to commit US groLnd !orces to strengthen the Korean deftc2e.
This permission was granted on 30 June and CINCFE directed te command-
ing general, Eighth US Army, on occupation duty in Japan, to send troops
to Korea. These combat elements were dispatched to Korea immediately.
They consisted primarily of a small task force from the 24th Infantry
Division, which arrived in Pusan, Korea on 2 July and was in action against
the enemy on 5 July near Osan. 9 The rapid military commitment of US
troops was a desperate attempt to strengthen the Korean troops and halt the
enemy drive to the South. In this effort it did not succeed, but it did slow
their drive. The time thus gained allowed other US forces to arrive to re-
inforce the effort. On 6 July, General MacArthur directed General W-alton
H. Walker, Commanding General, Eighth Army, to assume operational
control over the Korean combat area. He arrived in Korea on 7 July and
the Eighth Army became operational on 13 July. The Eighth Army upon its
transfer io Korea became known as the Eighth US Army in Korea (EUSAK).
The following extract will explain:

The principal headcuarters dirough which
MacArthur directed the Army forces of his joint
command was that of the Eighth United States Army
in Korea (EUSAK). The Eighth Army had been the
organization occupying Japan. On July 13, 1950, its
commander, Lt. General Walton H. Walker, a
veteran of Patton's campaigns, transferred his

'See KOREA - 1950, Office3 of the Chief of Military History, Department
of the Army, Washington, D. C., 1952, pp 14-15, for an account of the oper-
"ations of Task Force Smith.
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4 headquarters to Korea. Through the "TaeJon Agreemcnt"
W-alker also directed the Republic of Korea Army throughits chief of staff. The i10K Army never became officially

part of the Eighth Army... Other United Nations troops
wcre attached to the Eighth Army. (Ref 23. p 514)

At -his time General Walker organized the defense to hold the enemy
until reinforcements and new weapons could be brought into the fiela.

The following extract from the History oi the Far East Command is

quoted to show the command structure at that time:

At the time of the Communist attack on the Republic
of Korea the command structure in the Far East Command
iwas as shown in Figure 10. (see Figure 15 this volume).
Certain changes in this structure were required to provide
efficient conduct of operations and to meet changing condi-
tions in the FEC. Most of these changes were in the joint/
combined headquarters and in the Army forces. The Navy
and Air Force structure remained basically the same through-
out this period.

The USAFIK was established on 4 July 19.50 as a
separate command of the FEC and was responsible for

j •the conduct of ground operations in Korea until 12 July,
when this responsibility ias transferred to Eighth
Army. As forces from the UN nations arrived in the

j theater, they were placed under operational control
I of the appropriate US headquarters, as were the ROK

"I jforces when they were made available to General
MacArthur by President Syngman Rhee. Although

I General MacArthur %%2s appointed Commander in
Chief of UN forces in Korea on 8 July and UN and
ROK forces were committed under US component
commands shortly thereafter, GHQ UNC was not
formally activated until 24 July. CINCUNC chose to
establish this headquarters in Tokyo, utilizing the
staff which was already performing the dual role of
GHQ SCAP, and GIIQ FEC. as the UNC staff and
desig•ating the major commands of FEC as majorr commarnds of UNC. This system continued through-
out the conflict, except for a few instances when

I commands were t.stablished with purely UNC or
FEC functicns. (Ref 22, p 34) (parentheses added)

Inasmuch as the UN Security Council recommended that all military
forces sent to Korea be placed under a unified command to be established
by the United States, a request uas made that President Truman designate
a Commander in Chief for the TIN forces. In accordance with this recom-
mendation President Truman appointed General Mac"rthur Commander in

Chief of the UN forces in Korea. Immediately, President Rhee of Korea
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assigned to General MacArthur the command of all Korean forces. A total
of 1t members of the United Nations, including the United States, provided
armed forces to the U17 command (UNC).1 0 The following extract will be
"of interest as it explains how General MacArthur assumed another hat as
Commander ir Chief UN Command (CINCtNC).

On 24 July General MacArthu: established General
Headquarters, United Nations Comm.-and (GHQ UNC) in
Tokyo with the mission of accomplishing the UN objectives
in Korea. While this was a new responsibility, and the
title "Commander in Chief, United Nations Command'

.. , -(CINCUNC) represented another hat for General MacArthur,
he .continued to utilize the FEC/SCAP headquarters in

carrying out his UNC tasks. Four major commands of the
I FEC were given dual designations as major commands of

the UNC. They were the Eighth Army, the NAVFE, the
FEAF, and Headquarters and Service Command, GHQ

. FEC. On 25 August the Japan Logistical Command (JLC)
-zas established under CINCFE to relieve the Commanding
;-;eneral, EightL Army of k'esponsibilities and functions
normally charged to a communication zone and permit
him to concentrate upon the conduct of ground operations
in Korea. (Ref 22, p 16)"

On September 15, 1950, General MacA:-!hur's brilliant maneuver in the
landing at Inchon sent the North Koreans in retreat toward the Yale! river.
The number of UN troops involved totalled 365, 000 including those of the
Republic of Korea. The tactical advantage of the Inchon Landing was soon
lost when the People's Republic of China Army suddenly entered the war on
25 October 1950 in support of the North Kcrean Communists. On 23
December 1950 General Walker, Eighth U. S. Army commander was killed
in an accident and Lieutenant General Matthew B. Ridgway came from
Washington to take command of the Eighth Army. (Ref 24, pp 488-514 and
pp 667--68-3)

30 Members of the United Nations furnishing troops were, in order,

LSA, Australia, United Kingdom, Netherlands, New Zealand, Canada,
France, Phillippines, Sweden, Union of South Africa, Turkey, Thailand,
India, Greece, and Belgium. Later Ethiopia, and Colombia also came in.
The Republic of Korea furnished large numbers of troops but it was not a
member of the United Nations. (Source: The Army Almanac (2d ed) 1959).

"The establishment of a logistical command followed doctrine in
accordance with paragraph 14- 3 in FM iCO-15, Field Service Regulations,
Larger Units, Department of the Army, June. 1950. The Japan Logistical
Command vras in essence analogous to the services of supply ETO during
World War H.

12 See August 3, 1953 New York Journal American for an article by
Hal Boyle on General Walker entitled "'Little Bulldog' Saved Korea."
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U"ith Je entrance of ihe Chinese into the war, General MacArthur's i. -w
Eighth Army Commander, rG-neral Ridgway, was given more latitude in ihe
exercise G1 command. The following extract iuill explain:

To Lt. Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway, who replaced the
late Gen. Walton 11. Walker as commander of the U.S.
Eighth Army on 26 December (1950), MacArthur passed
on the order to defend positions, inflict maximum damage
on the enemy. and maintain major units intact. Within this
framework he vested Ridgwav with complete authorit\ to
plan and execute operations in Korea and ceased the close
superviskon he had formerly exercised over the Eighth
Army and the X Corps. le assigned the X Corps to the
Eighth Army so that for the first time since the X Corps
landed at Inchon the Eighth Army commander controlled
all U. N. ground forces in Korea. By now fifteen of the United
Nations--the United States, Great Britain. Australia,
Canada, New Zealand. India, South Africa, France,
Greece, The Netherlands, the Philippines, Thailand.
Turkey, Belgium and Sweden had troops in Korea.
(Ref 25. p 4) (parentheses and empnasis added)

The intervention of the Chinese changed the entire picture and the Eighth
Army and its units had to fight defensively to maintain the status quo against
the human-wave attacks of the Chinese. The following comment will explain
the military situation facing the UN command at this time:

The two principal ground commands in Korea, the
* U.S. Eighth Army and the U.S. X Corqs, had been

1 physically separated from each other when the Chinese
j struck. The Eighth Army %as in the western portion

of the Korean peninsula, the X Corps in the east, with
, towering mcuntains between. Both had been operating

directly under the United Nations Command in Tokyo,

which was led by General MacArthur, who in turn re-
"ceived orders from Prerident Truman and the U. S.
Joint Chiefs of Staff in Washington acting as executive
agents for the United Nations Security Council.

I •(Ref 25, pp 3-4)

One of the anomalies of the command and organizational patterns of the
"Korean War xwas the activation and operation of the X Army Corps urder the
command of LL Gen. Edward M. Almond. The X Corps had its inception
in the planning of General MacArthur for his classical but controversial
maneuver, the Inchon Invasion. Amphibious in character, the Inchon
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Operation had for its objective -the Inchon-Seoul area23 X Corps, unit-

wise. had its genesis in units assigned to, or en i-cute to, join GIIQ .%eserve.I
General Almond, rThief of Staff to General MacArthur, was selected by the
Commander ini Chief as the Commanding General, X Corps uith the under-
standing that the bulk of the Corps staff would be furnished by FEC. Furthei,
General Almond was given to understand by General MacArthur that he would
retain his position as Chief of Staff of FEC in addition to functioning as the
corps commander. This unusual ;ituation, in iiseif, gave General Almond
two hats, i. e.., one a staff hat and the othex a combat command hat. This
was a somewhat unorthodox comimand situation. (Ref 24, pp) 490-491)

The command relai'lonship betwveen Eighth Army and X Corps continued
to puzzle the commander of the Eighth Army, Lt. Gen. Walton If. Walker.
As the impending juncture near Seoul of Eighth Army units with X Corps
approached, General Walker felt that X Corps should come eventually under
his command. U.~ According to military us2-,e and tradition, he had every right
to feel that he, as the senior ground commander, should exercise-command -
over all ground units in his area. Further, he and his staff held to the belie!
that all UN forces in Ko':-ea should be under a unified command. General
Walker' s attitudes, ideas, and plan-. for operations north of the 38th Parallel

4 would, of necessity, be governed by the present and future operational
capa-bilities of X Corps. Appleman points up the diiemma of General
Walker in the following:

So far as is known,. the nearest General Walker ever
came to biroaching the subject to M.%ac--rthur in wiriting
was on 26 September (1950) when he sent a discreetly
worded message to him suggesting that he would like to
be informed of X Corns' progress ai~ plans so that he
cwUld plan beetter for the approaching juncture of the two
forces. Getieral Mac.-rthur dashed Walker's hopes in

x ~a reply the next day, informing bim that X Corps would
remain in GIIQ Rieserve, in occupationof the Inch'on-
Seoul area ready to take a GIIQ-drected operation
"of which You wsill be apprised at an early date."
(Ref 24, p 609) (parenthesis added)

1 For a detailed account of the Inchon Landing coz'trorersy see Roy E.[ ApleanSouth to the Nak-tong, North to the Yalu Office, CI1ie~f of Military
k.History, Department of the Army, Washington 25, D. C., 1!f61. Chapter MX

See als-o Col. Robert D- fleini, Victory at lligh Tide: The Inchon-Semd ,\X

Campaign, Philadelphia: J- B-. Lippineolat, 196S, for -a study ini detnil of the
Inchon Larding - with especial treatment of &he U- &. Marine Corps' npartici-
pation; and Walt Sheldon, fllell or lligh Water: MacArthur--s Landing at
Inho New York-: Mac'Millan Compjany, 19G8.

241nitervi-ew of the author with Brig. Gen. Wifflian, A. Collier, Chief ofLI Staff of Eighth Army during the Korean WVar.
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There :s ample justification for the X Corps command situation in the

commentary advanced by Appleman. He points out that from the evidence
availahke, personal and individual testimony and other sources, General
MacArthur had planned to place X Corps under the command of General
Walker once P-eoul had been taken. The fact that X Corps under future plans
would have to be supported in an amphibious operation on the East coast of
Korea would necessitate close logistical support of X Corps. The Eighth
Army was in a position to do this more easily in the opinion of several of
the principal staff officers of General MacArthur' s headquarters but they
did not advocate the idea with the General. By September 1950, General
MacArthur made his decision to operate with two commands in Korea:
the Eighth Army and the X Corps. This decision was based upon the rail
line, the road nets, and difficult terrain of North Korea (see map of Korea,
p 63) and the possibility of logistical problems being encountered there.
(-Ref 24, p 610)

General MacArthur ccmments upon this problem in his Reminiscences:

Both the Eighth Army and X Corps were under direct
control and central co-ordination of general headquarters
until they were to meet in the north, when the united
command would pass to General Walker. Until these twoj •forces could unite, it would have been impossible for
Walker in the west area to attempt command responsibility
and co-ordination of the east coastal area. The logistical
maintenance of an entirely separate and different supply
line from Japan to the east coast would have been beyond
him. (Ref 26, p 360)

In addition to thfe above cogent reasons for the separation of the two
commands was the matter of the base. With Inchon secure, General
MacArthur could employ that area as a base of operations and logistical
support for a rapid pursuit of the North Koreans. From Inchon both thej Eighth Army and the X Corps could be supplied but perhaps not in aL rapidly moving situation. Further, General MacArthur wanted United
Nations troops between the Eighth Army and the retreating North Korean
troops. Logically, a landing op. the East coast would place these forces
in a favorable position to cut off the North Koreans retreating to thzt North-
ward. With Japan as the base for all operations in Korea, General Mac-
Arthur concIdered it feasible for two separate ftrces, Eighth Army and
X Corps. to operate effectively under coordination from Headquarters,
United Nations Command, in Japan. (Ref 24, pp 610-611)

Certain operational restrictions were imposed by higher authority
upon the UN commander which made the Korean struggle a limited war in
the truest sense. 15 On 11 April 1951, General MacArthur was summarily

SFor case studies cf the limited war aspects of the Korean War see:
Robert Endicott Osgood, Limited War - The Challenge to American Strategv,
The University of Chicago Press, 1957, pp 163-193; and Morton H. Halperin,
Limite-1 War in the Nuclear Age, New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1963, pp 39-57.
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relieved of all his commands by President Truman and replaced by General
Matthew B. llidgway, Eighth Army commander. Immediately and effectively
General Ridgway filled the vacant posts of the Supreme Commander. There
was no loss of purpose or mission engendered by the sudden change of high
commanders during the conduct of vital military operations. General Ridgway
commented succinctly upon his new assignment as follows:

It was a hot assignment into which I had been thrown
on such short notice. As Commanding General of the
Eighth Army, I had been responsible on!y for the success
of the Allied arms in battle in Korea. Now, as Supreme
Commander Allied Powers, Far East, and Commander
in Chief of the United Nations Command, I was responsiU•e
for one of the great bastions of the free world. Overnight,.%

- I had to broaden my horizons to embrace a tremendous
- I defensive theater that swings in a vast arc from the

Aleutians to Formosa. (Ref 27, pp 222)

General Ridgwavy confirms, in the above quotation, that he, as Command-
ing General, Eighth Army, was in reality tactical commander for General
MacArthur.

In connection with the Theater Army Organization in the Far East
Command it should be noted that the old Headquarters, Army Forces Far
East (AFFE) of World War II service had been merely a "ghost" head-
quarters attached to Headquarters, Far East Command. On October 1,
1952, it was reorganized and

assigned the responsibility for all Army opera-
tions in Japan. Headquarters FEC and UNC were then
streamlined by transferring the majority of the special
staff sections and their functions to IHQ AFFE. leaving
only the general staff sections and necessary special

Atstaff activities in the headquarters. (Ref 22, p 36)

At this point AFFE relieved GIIQ FEC of performing administrative
functions for the troops in Japan. Supply functions for troops in the field
were performed as previously mentioned by the Japan Logistical Command
(See Figures 16 and 17).

S* In January 1953 Headquarters, Far East Command and the UN Command
were reorganized. The reorganization provided for a Joint Staff Organization
serving the major subordinate commands, the AFFE, the NAVFE, and the
FEAF. This :eorganization was in accordance %ith FM 100-15, Field
Services Regulation. Larger Units, Department of the Army", June 1950,
Paragraph 17 1.

"-1 Upon General Ridgway's relief as Supreme Commander, UN Command,
to succeed General IDight D. Eisenhower as Supreme Commander in Europe,
General Mark WV. Clark, the distinguished commander of the Fifth Army in
the Italian campaigns in World War II, was assigned as his successor. At
this time, all Army forces in the FEC were placed under Headquarters, US
Army Forces Far East. -Here again General Clark, UN Commander, was
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The ?Ailitary Avsory Group for Korea was assigned to Eighth Army command, It
continued to discharge its mission of assisting the ROK Army and grovided liaison
betoreen the Eighth Artry and the ROK Army.W

I Figure 16. Channels of Command, July 1951
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I wearing another hat. General Clarlz retained command of the Army Forces
Far East by exercising the command through a deputy commanding general
(Ref 22. p '36).

I tWhen the armistice was signed in Korea on 27 July 1953, the limits ofi responsibility of CINCFE had been decreased to the point where geographi-
c•cl, they had included only Japan, Korea, the flyuku Islands, and surrounding
waters. CINCPAC assumed military responsibility for other areas of the
Far East including the Philippines, the Marianas - Bonin Island group, and
Formosa. General Clark's command structure as of this date is shown in

* :Figures 18 and 19.

-t: Korea. proper, was a geographical area (which became a combat zone)
for which the Theater Commander, CINCFE had ce -tain responsibilities as
previously noted. The commands in Korea were, in themselves, subordinate
unified commands serving under a joint command. By this token, the Army
elements were cast in the role of Army components of a subordinate unified
command. Theater Army headquarters initially was located in GIIQ FEC,

I until headquarters, Army Forces Far East. was activated and took over this
"• :•i function.

"Historically, the Kbrean War was the first conflict in which the Theater
Il L of Operations concept as prescribed in FM 100-15, Field Service Regulations,

Larger Units, June 1950, was implemented. Based upon lessons learned
from World War II. the theater of operations concept was proven sound and
the missions of administration and supply were sharply separated from the

I tactican combat mission. As provided in FM 100-15 (1950), General
MacArthur, as Theater Commander organized his logistical support in

2- accord with the foilowing excerpt from the above-cited Field Manual:

:1I Normally, service forces within a joint theat-r are
organized unilaterally; that is, each component force
(Army, Navy, Air Force) has its own organization f-r
providing the service support it requires. Depending
upon the situation and the composition of the forces in
the theater, the theater commander may organize over-

I all logi:stical support for the theater by assigning specific
comm n support for the theater, by assign'ng specific
common support missions or responsibilities to one
compor.ent force. The designated force (Army, Navy,
or Air) will act for all three, including any ýoint task
force %i hich may be organized. On the other hand,
the thetter commander may organize a joint logistics
command for the common support of all components in
the theater. The staff of such an organization will be
a joint A;taff. In any event, there must be unified
logisti.-al and administrative support for all forces
in the theater. The theater commander must provide
for the exercise of close supervision, or even control,
of certain logistical functions which, from their joint 2 4

scope or interest, require a high degree of coordinatior.
at theater level. (Ref 28, p 12)
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General MacArthur was wearing a total of four hats, i.e., Commander
in Chief, Far East Command, Commanding General, United States Army
Forces Far East; Supreme Commander Allied Powers; and Commander in
Chief, United Nations Command. All major Army commands reported
directly to Commander in Chief, Far EastCommand. Hence, the CINCFEC
was, in effect, Theater Army Commander. With the advent of the Korean
War, General MacArthur wvas appointed as Commander in Chief. United
Natiens Command. The following extract explains:

The Security Council of the United Nations on July 7
(1950), directed the establishment of a unified Korean
command. The United States was to be the U. N. 's
operative agent, and was instructed to appoint the over-all
commander. The next day President Truman named me
commander-in-chief, and (the Republic of Korea was not a
U. N. member) President Syngman Rhee signified his
government's approval of che appointment. (Ref 26, p 337)

When the first US troops were committed in Korea in June and July 1950,
Headquarters, Eighth United States Army, was required to function for the
theater commander as the principad tactical unit of Theater Army. In this
instance, General Walker's Eighti Army wvas analogous to General Omar N.
Bradley's Twelfth Army Group in the European Theater of Optrations during
World War II. FM 100-15 (1950) states:

He (the Theater Army Commander) exercises
command through the commanders of army grou!ps

f and armies, the Army reserve forces, the communica-
tions zone, and the Army replacement command. The
theater Army commander is large-ly a supervisor, a
planner, and a coordinator who decentralizes combat

Sand administrative operations, to the maximum degree,
j to his army groups and communications zone com-

manders respectively. (Ref 28, p 14) (parenthesis added)

General MacArthur's wearing of the four hats mentioned p reviously adds
to the lack of understanding of the complicated command struc.Ure during the j
Korean War. For example: as Commanding General, Far Ea..t Command,
his headquarters ,as, in effect, Theater Army Headquarters. As Commander
Sir Chief, United Nations Command he engaged in directing combat in the

insiance of the employment of X Corps as an independent unit away from
conitrol of the Commanding General, Eighth Army, who %%as the actual ground
e"prnmander for the United Nations Command. As noted, this rather unusual
command situation with reference to X Corps as only a temporary arrange-
ment until certain combat objectives were achieved. I' (see pp 60-61)

Brigadier General William A. Collier, USA-Retired, former Chief of
Staff of the Eighth Army during the Korean War, indicated in an interview
%%ith the author that according to his recollection of events, GHtQ, Far East
Command was the functioning'lheater Army Headquarters. Further, that
initially Eighth Army, as well as GIHQ, FEC were involved in administration

'6• FM,% 100-15 (1950) paragraph 115 pro-vided that a corps might be
detached and operate alone.
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and supply for the combat units in Korea until the establishment of the Japan
Logistical Command for Supply Operations. Subsequently, FEC continued

with its administrative functions. Also, that under General MacArthur, as
the United Nations Commander, General Walton H. Walker was the tactical
commander of all UN ground units (less X Corps--until it came under Eighth
Army command) in Korea. At that time, he was in command of all UN ground
forces.

In order to understand the command structure of the Far East Command
during the Korean War, it might be helpful to compare it with the European
Theater of Operations during World War II. Essentially, ETO and FEC were
similar in concept and mission with, of course, the latter in an occupation
rather than a combat situation. Superimposed over all commands in the area
was the office of Supreme Commt~nder Allied Powers -- in effect an allied

command without function -- other than military occupation and civil govern-
ment of Japan and contiguous specified territories. Carrying out the military
occupation and civil government missions for the above two headquarters was
the Headquarters of the United States Eighth Army with a serving staff and
tactical units deployed over Japan. Eighth Army may be compared to the
First United States Army Group in ETO which later assumed a combat role
as the Twelfth United States Army Group. As there was no "theater Army"
conceppt, as such, during World War 11, a comparable institution must be
identified within a theater. In Europe, the element most closely fitting the
theater army role was ETO/SOS. Superimposed was the Headquarters of
the Commander Supreme Allied Expeditionary Forces which assumed the
tactical direction of ground forces after successful lodgment following D-Day
in Normandy.

In the Far East Command with the appointment of General MacArthur
as Commander in Chief, United Nations Command, the role of Eighth US
Army was in effect comparable to that of the First United States Army
Group (Twelfth Army Group) in World War II. The Eighth Army was the
principal tactical ground force until the organization of the X Corps.
Initially, Eighth Army performed logistical as well as tactical functions
(Intil the organization of the X Corps. Initially, Eighth Army performed
logistical as well as tactical functions until the activation of the Japan
Logistical Command which assumed logistical tasks thus making the Eighth
Army and X Corps strzctly t.itical units. The Japan Logistical Command was
comparable in a smaller way, to the SOS of General Lee's in the ETO.
Organized under provisions of FM 100-15, Field Service Regulations,
Larger Units, June 1950, the Japan Logistical Command carried out the
logistical mission until the end of the conflict.

Inasmuch as all Army forces in the Far East Command (during the
Korean War) were assigned to either task forces or a unified command,
the Theater Army Commander and his headquarters did not possess a
tactical combat mission.

The theater of operations in the Far East during the Korean War exempli-
fied the provisions of. the Field Service Regulations, cited above, wherein the
following is stated:
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c. In a theater of operations in which U. S. Army-
units are part of a combined force, the strategical
and tactical direction of U. S. Army groups and field
armies normally originates from headquarters other
than U. S. theater army. In such a theater the U. S.
theater army commander may also be designated as the
combined land force commander, or may be assigned
no responsibility for combat operations. If the U. S.
Theater Army commander has no responsibility for
combat operations, the U. S. theater army headquarters
becomes primarily an administrative and logistical
headquarters for the support of the UJ. S. Army forces.
Exceptionally, the theater army commander may be
assigned to direct U.S. land force operations. In a
theater where a U. S. unified command operated
independently from a combined command, the U. S.
theater army commander may be assigned responsi-
bility to direct the tactical and combat service support
operations of all U. S. Army Forces. (Ref 28, p 12)

In the Korean War we have a very good exai;npie of the emplo.yment of
the theater army in a theater of operations in which

U. S. Army units are part of a comh;.ned force, the
strategic and tactical direction of U. S. Army groups
and field armies normally originate from headquarters
other than U.S. theater army. (Note: direction originated
in Korea from CINCUNC). In such a theater the U. S.
theater army commander may also be designated as the
combined land force commander, or may be assigned no
responsibility for combat operations. (Note: in Korea, the
latter situation obtained.) If the U.S. theater army
commander h;.s no responsibility for combat operations,
the U. S. theater army headquarters becomes primarily
an administrative and logistical headquarters for the
support of U. S. Army forces. (Note: this was exempli-
fied in Korea where G6Q. FEC performed these services--
until Japan Logistic-al Command was activated.) Except-
ionally, the theater army commander may be assigned to
direct U. S. land force operations. In a theater where a
U. S. unified command operates independently from a
combined command, the U. S. theater a:my commander
may be assigned responsibility to direct the tactical and
combat service support operations of all U.S. Army forces.
(Ref 29, pp 11-12) (emphasis and parentheses furnished)

In view of the experience of the United States Army in the Korean War
modern command and control doctrine %was promulgated in the lat'er editions
of FM 100-15, Field Service Regulations, Larger Units. The cinrrent
doctrine for the control of the larger units in combat operations is based
upon the accumulated military experience beginning with the first days of the
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unis cmpaabl 'o those oftoday, was never a serious consideration until

teAmeruic and Cnivuin Wao the p-esG) our~ comaner donthighefr leveler
that time, were faced with mail% of the command and control p~roblems ell-
countered in Oie Wobrld Wars and the Kore-an Wahr. roda-~ in Southeast Asia,
the United States Army- is agrain facing these problems in combat %with a

Idetermiped and resourceful enemi%. The doctrine of command a1nd control of
larger units is again being tested in what has been called the tsiird largest
war in our histoi-3. The results of that testing wvill dletermine to a laIrge
extent the doctrine of command and control to be employed by the lar-er
units of the future. MThat effects itill be noted in radical chaniges cannot be
readilv assessed at this time- Great influence toward tl'.ese changes will b-2
the advances nowv made, and to be made, in the fields of communication and,
mobility. Improvements of conventional weaponrx and the developmen ofnew typ~e units for unusual t.cia ;atrswlhellp shape the theater of
operations of the present and the future.
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~A CHAPTER V

CINOPAC AND) VIETNAM

Immediately after 27 July 1953 numerous changes occurred in the organ-
izational structure of the Far East Command. On 20 November 1954 Head-
quarters, AFFE, was moved from Tokyo to Camp Zama (Japan), and Head-
quarters, Eighth Army, was moved from Korea to Camp Zama. Head-
quarters, AFFE/Eighth Army, was formed of the two comin.inds and Army
Headquarters in Korea was redesignated as Headquarters, E.ighth Army *

(Forward). Thus, CINCFE was relieved ot one of his "hats," that of
commanding General AFFE. In July 1955, Headquarters, AFFE/Eighth
Army, moved from Zama tc Korea, leaving a rear headquarters in Camp
Zama. On 19 July 1956, the Department of Defense announced that on 1 July
1957 the Far East Command and the Pacific Command would bc consolidated.
Thus, the functions of CINCFE were transferred to CINCPAC, and Head-
quarters, FEC, was discontinued. Headquarters, UN Commana, was closed
at Tokyo and opened in Korea. On 15 November 1.947, Headquarters, US
"Army Forces Pacific, was redesignated US Army Pacific (USARPAC). On
I July 1957 USARPAC was made a theater-type headquarters under CINCFAC
whose responsibility was expanded to include command over all Army units
in the Pacific and Far East.

Primary missions (as of 31 Mar 1958): (1) to plan
and be prepared to conduct operations by U.S. Army
Forces as directed by Commander in Chief, Pacific;
(2) to plan for and assist in the collection of intelligence;
(3) to provide logistical support for operations as directed

by CINCPAC: (4) to provide advice and assistance to
CINCPAC, regarding Military Assistance program activ-
ities; (5) to provide advice and assistance to CONCPAC
on U. S. Army planning in connection with Southeast Asia
Treaty Organization (SEATO) activities. (Ref 30, p 90)
(parentheses added)

The Pacific Command, known as PACOM, is a descendant of the World
War H GHQ, Southwest Pacific Area; GHQ AFPAC: and the GHQ, Far East
Command of World War H and Korean War period. Headquarters for
PACOM are in Hawaii; the area of PACOM contains approximately 85
million square miles, making it the largest of the unified combat commands.
Its commander is designated as Commander in Chief, Pacific (CINCPAC).

The US Army component of PACOM is US Army Pacific (USARPAC)
which is deployed in Hawaii, Japan, Korea, Okinawa, Vietnam, and Thailand.
The geography of the regions makes USARPAC's logistical mission a
difficult one because of the great distances requiring sea transport and air
lift by the Navy and Air Force.

In Korea, the US Eighth Army is assigned the mission of blocking an
enemy attack from the north. The Eighth Army consists of 20 divisions, twoj of which are American and 18 Korean, with token units from the Thai and
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t Turkish armies. Of interest is the integration of Korean troops down to
squad level in the Eighth Army. Historically, this is the first instance since
the Korean War where foreign troops have been integrated directly into the

-. ranks of the US Army.

4 No US ground combat units are stationed in Japan, although there are
2 units concerned primarily with logistical matters. By treaty agreement,

bases such as Camp 7-1ma, are retained for use in the common defense of
Japan. This restriction eliminates the employment of these bases in Japanrfor support of US Army elements in Vietnam, Okinawa, or i'_orea.

In Okinawa, USARPAC provides tactical and logistical troops. The
ground troops consist of the IX US Army Corps, an air defense brigade, and
a rocket battalion. The logistical units on Okinawa are prepared to meet
both current and emergency needs of the tactical units stationed on, or to
be moved onto, the island.

Headquarters of USARPAC are at Fort Shafter in Hawvaii. In accord-
ance with theater organization USARPAC maintains a strategic reserve in
IHawaii. Because of the ground combat now being waged in Vietnam,
PACOM's ground strength is heavily concentrated there.

The subordinate commands of USARPAC as of 31 March 1958 were:
(1) Eighth US Army, (2) US Army, Hawaii, and (3) 25tb Infantry Division.

The Eighth US Army included (1) the US Army, Japan, and (2) I Corps
in Korea. The I Corps included (1) the 7th Infantry Division, and (2) theIst Cavalry Division.

USARPAC maintains a military assistance advisory group (MAAG) and
its support elements in Thailand. There is an extensive US Army support
element in Thailand, all of whose functions are administered by the Ninth

Logistical Command. (Ref 3G, p 90)

In the Far East, the organization comparable to NATO of the European
area is the Southeast Asia Treaty, Organization (SEATO). SEATO is a
collective defense pact which was signed in Manila on 8 September 1954 by
the United States, Britain, France, Australia, New Zealand, the Philippines,
Pakistan, and Thailand. In addition to SEATO, there is the Australian-
New Zealand-US Treaty (ANZUS). These two organizations cover the Asian-
Pacific area. The armed forces of SEATO and ANZUS nations participate in
joint exercises; unlike NATO, however, they are not joined together in a
permanent integrated military structure. Both organizations emphasize
standardization among their military forces. SEATO is concerned primarily
with tactics and operational d(,ctrine; ANZUS concentrates mainly upon
standardization of weaponry and equipment.(Ref £!7, p 102)

t With reference to Vietnam, the Army is the largest contingent and is
administered by Headquarters, US Arm:.y, Vietnam, which provides a
direct channel from USARPAC to the ground forces. However, USARPAC
does not become involved in tactical direction of operations. Technically,
US Army Vietnam is a component of the US military forces in Vietnam.
General William C. Westmoreland of the US Army wears two hats: one as
commander of MACV and the other as commander of the US Army Vietnam.
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General Westmoreland' s immediate 3uperior is CINCPAC, Admiral Ulysses
G. Sharp, Jr. 17

j Admiral Sharp, USN, is theater commander of the Pacific Command
(PACOM) whih includes an area of 85 million square miles. This huge< theater of operations extends from Pole to Pole and from the western coast
of the United States to the Bay of Bengal; it contains 43 percent of the
total area of the world (see Figure 20). It is the largest theater of operations
in military history. Today, under Admiral Sharp, there are three service
component commanders and their staffs to provide support for their
respective services within Admiral Sharp' s theater of operations. Further,
Admiral Sharp, at his headquarters in Hawaii, has a joint staff which serves
to give equal representation to each of the services in the unified command.
To carry out this mission, the Theater Commander *;as established sub-
ordinate unified commands in Southeast Asia and the Eastern Pacific to
rmeet the defense needs of these geographical areas.

General William C. Westmoreland, United States Army, commnands The
American Forces inVietnam, which are subordinate to the Joint Pacific
Command of Admiral Sharp. Vietnam, like Korea, has become a testing
ground for the Defense Department's arrangement for interservico unified
commands. This situation, as in Korea, requires a maximum cooperation
among the Army and supporting Air Force and Navy elements. A most
important difference between the Theater of Operations situation during
Korea and the present situation in Vietnam is the lack of a Supreme Allied
Commander. It should be noted that, although there are allied tr,.•Ops under
command of the American commander, no supreme headquarters has been
organized. In this connection, it has been observed that with the absence
of a Supreme Headquarters and commander, the South Vietnamese forces
do not always cooperate with the Americans as well and as closely as they
might under the unifying effect of a supreme commander. (Ref 2ý,, p 547)

It will be recalled that General Dwight D. Eisenhower; when President
of the United States, proposed that the Secretary of Defense should direct
the Joint Commands. This direction was to be performed withovt the inter-
vention of any other agency. In order for the Secretary of Defense to carry
out this directive, the Joint Chiefs of Staff would act as his staff. Both the
Chief of Naval Operations and the Chief of Staff for the Air Force had until
this time possessed a statutory command status over their respective
forces. Historically, the Army Chief of Staff had never been granted an
active command status ever the Army, hence no change was necessary in
the functions of his office. To implement President Eisenhower's proposal,
Congress abolished the statutory command authority of the Chiefs of the
other two services. This action meant that the individual service chiefs
could be by-passed whenever members of their qerviees car,-. under the
direction of a unified theater commander, directly responsible to the
Secretary of Defense. (Ref 23, p 549)

Weigley. in his History of the United States Army, comments upon and
F •compares the functioning of the services under the Secretary of Defense

after 1947 with their functioning during World War II.

17 General Westmoreland was replaced by General Creighton W. Abrams

in June 1968. Admiral Sharp will be replaced by Admiral John S. McCain,
USN in August 1968.
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Under the new arrangements the Army and the other
services functioned in the defense establishment in a way
not dissimilar to the activities of the Army Ground Forces
and Army Service Forces in the Army of World War I.
As AGF and ASF had raised,trained, administered~and
equipped troops which they then turned over to the thewater
commands, AGF and ASF acting as huge procurement
alencies and supply depots for those commands, so now
tbe Army, itself, along with the Navy and Air Force, would
train administer and equip formations to be turned over to
the unified commands, the Army itself bccoming a huge
procurement agency and supply depot for the united
commands. Henceforth, the mission of the Army is to
develop land forces for sustained combat, while the unified
commands under the Secretary of Defense direct and control
operations. (Ref 23, pp 549-550)

The American command system, as operated in Vietnam, is much
stronger than it was in Korea. In accordance with the Policy enunciated in
Joint Chiefs of Staff Publication No. 2, Change No. 8:

(• A unified command is a command with a broad con-
tinuing mission under a single commander apd composed
of significant assigned components of two or more serv-
ices and which is eEtablished and so designated by the
President, through the Secretary of Defense with the
advice and assistance of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, or,
when so authorized by the Joint Chiefs uf Staff, by a
commander of an existing unified command established
by the President. (Ref 31, p 38)

Under the above definition the US Army Vietnam commanded by General
Westmoreland constitutes the Army component of the unified theater.

In the early part of 1967, a suggestion was made through the medium of
Air Force Space Digest magazine that General Westmoreland be made full
unified commander. By virtue of this recommendation he would then become
in effect a Theater Conmmander, responsible directly to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. The author of the article sugge:;ted that better management of the war
in Vietnam could be achieved by giving General Westmoreland authority over
all operations, including the air campaign in the North and the ground cam-
"p aign in the South. The followIng extract is of interest for its analytical
approach to the command authority and control now possessed by General
Westmoreland:

Hlowever, basic to any discussion of command arrange-
:• ments are the authorities and resources the commander

[ '• in the field has at hand to do the job. Put another way --

does General Westmoreland have all the authority he needs
to accomplish his mission? Let's review his authorities:
First, he had operational control of all Army and Marine
ground and aviation units in Vietnam: also, the same
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authority over Navy units operating in coastal
waters and inside South Vietnam, exclusive of
carrier strike forces in the Tonkin Gulf opera-
ting primarily against targets in North Vietnam.

lie has, through his air component commander,
ooperational control of US Air Force units operating
in South Vietnam in support of all free world forces,
including Vietnamese, Korean, Australian and US
troops. He also controls all in-country airlift, al"
reconnaissance in South Vietnam and of the infiltra-
tion routes along the Ho Chi Mitnh Trail and areas
adjacent to the DMZ.

In summary, then, COMUSMACV, General
Westmoreland commands or has operational control
of all US and free world forces (exclusive of RVN
forces), ground, sea, and air, directly involved
with operations in South Vietnam. lie does not have
control of Thai-based US Air Force forces striking
N~rth Vietnam, nor of the carrier task force opera-
ting from the South China Sea against the same area.
(Ref 32. p) 106)

The extract below i- of considerable value because of the picture it
gives of how General Westmoreland is proceeding to accomplish his
mission, as a unified subordinate commander, urder the overall command
of CINC PA C.

Our current strategy is built around the utilization

of all three ar:tls: land, sea, and air. The primary
emphasis to date has concentrated on the ground operation
in South Vietnam, characterized by search-and-destroy
exercises supported by air components. Additionally,
the Navy supports the effort by off-shore bombardment
and by assisting the Vietnam Navy to patrol the coast,
harbors, and rivers of South Vietnam. Also, our
revolutionary development program, or civic action
campaign. through a recent reorganization has gained
more and more momentum.

The air war consists of four distinct operations:

(1) close air support and direct air support of US and
allied ground forces in SVN: (2) interdiction of lines
of communication (LOCsl: (3) pattern bombing in South
Vietnam by B-52s: (4) bombardment of NVN designed
to interdict LOCs in NVN. inhibit infiltration of supplies
and people from the North. and push Hanoi toward the
conference table. (Ref 32. pp 106-107)

The war in Vietnam is now the third largest military operation in our
history. In view of this fact, there are numerous officers of general grade.
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of the Army and Air Force, who believe that there should be a single com-
mander for all the forces in Vietnam (see Figure 21). All are in agreement
t'sat the unified commander should be General William C. Westinoreland,
Commander of the Military Assistance Command (MACV). As uoted, his
immediate superior, Admiral U. G. Sharp, CINCPAC. has his headquarters
in Honolulu, Hawaii. The significance of this situation wxill be easily under-
stood if we draw a historicil parallel which is stated as follows:

... try and imagine for a moment that when General
Dwight D. Eisenhcwer was the Supreme Commander
Allied Expeditionary Forces, in the Channel crossingS - that led finally to the Nazi defeat, he had had hi~s head-

quarters in Omaha instead of London. Or that when
General Douglas MacArthur led the assault on Japan
he had done so from Honolulu. Even the Korean War,
-which was waged by the United Nations. had a unified
commander. (Ref 33, p 24)

In addition to the headquarters of Admiral Sharp, General Westmoreiand
has another headquarters superimposed over him. United States Army
"Pacific (USARPAC) commanded by General Dwight E. Beach, USA, in
Hawaii is thousa:ads of miles from the scene of actual combat that must be
directed by General WVestmoreland. Further, General Westmoreland does
not command the US Naval Forces in the South China Sea, nor the B-52
bombers based on Guam, nor the 300,000 South Vietnamese ground forces
aligned with his Amcrican forces against the Viet Cong.

'Admiral ,harp's headquarters is too far back' one
of them (the officers) said recently.... It is not enough
that General Westmoreland has assigned to him all the
|orces ac,'ually based in South Vietnam. The airplanes
in Thailand, like those of the Seventh Fleet, are under
the control of the Admiral (Sharp). It is true that they
are operated by the S-3venth Air Force under Lt.
General illliam W. Momyer, l-ised in Saigon, but the
pclicies for Thai-based aircraft are dictated by the
Admiral (Sharp). (Ref 33, p 25) (parenthesis added)

The proponents of a unified command point out some compelling
reasons for this proposed reorganization. Interference with field operations
and pressure from fepartment of Defense level allegedly cause old service
rivalrier to flare aga.n. Queries explained by a "high level wants to know"
emanate from the PentagV-n. These are mainly in the realm of the "numbers
game" and are statisticv!- couched in the following vein:

.... they (the other servicei dropped so many bombs.
-=Why haven't you done the same? And you had more
losses than they had. Why? Explain why -our loss rate
per sortie is higher than the other service.' (Ref 33. p 251
(parenthesis added)

"If General Westmoreland were granted command over a unified com-

mand embracior Southeast Asia. it is believed that the above t, pe of
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interference would be stopped. since the comporent commanders could protest

.3 to their immediate superior. General Westmoreiand. who would be directly
responsible to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. What is being proposed in the cited
article is that Admiral Sharp, instead of heading the joint unified command
as CINCPAC. be replaced in Vietnam by a new theater organization, with
General Westmoreland as CINCSEA (South East Asia) (see Figure 22). This
change would make" General Westmoreland a Theater Commander in his
own right. According to its propo:ncnts, the new organization plan would
function more efficiently and economically. But there are political- as well
as other considerations that must be weighed in establishing the proposed
CINCSEA. Vietnam. while a large military operation. as far as men, places,
and ships are concerned, is only a minute geographical portion of the huge
Pacific area. The combat capability of the rest of the Pacific area must be
considered, along with the current operations in Vietnam. While there is
support in the Army for t.he ur-fied command for General Westmoreland, it
is believed that certain "aigh-ranking Navy officers take a dim view of such
a change. Further. General Westmnoreland, himself, is believed to be more
or less divided in his thinking upon the matter of a unified command, As the
"proposed CINCSEA, he is aware that the change would make for a more
effective management of the war but he is not agreeable to turning over his
responsibility for the ground -war to an Army component commander. Further,
he knows that such a move would damage his excellent relations uith hisNavy counterparts, lie cannot risk such al.•enation.

• •As it is now constituted. CINCP-AC is organized and operated in accord- k.ance with the doctrine promulgated by FM 100-15, Field Service Regulations,

Larger Units December 1963. The command structure of the theater
Nprescribed therein follows:

a. The headquarters of a U. S. Theater of Opera-

tions is a unified command headquarters. The unified

command is organized by the commander to perform his
mission in accordance with the capabilities and strengths
of the component elements.

b. The theater commander (unified command
commander) exercises operational command of assigned
forces (ch. 3. JCS Pub 2, UlI.TAAF)--

1 •(1) Through the service component commanders
"(such as theater Army commander).

(2) By establishing a subordinate unified 4

command(when authori zed).

potig(3) By establishing a uni-Service force re -
porting directly to the commander of the unified command.

(4) By establishing a joint task force.I(5) By attaching elements of one force to another
force.

(6) By establishing a functional command, e.g., ,
a theater joint air defense command.
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c. Service forces within a theater are usually or-
ganized unilaterally; thus, each component force (Army,
Navy, or Air Force) has its own organization for pro-,4
viding combat service support. Exceptions occur when
support is otherwise provided for by agreement or
assignments involving common, joint, or cross-
servicing at force, theater, department, or Depart--
ment of Defense level. (Ref 34, p 7)

Under provisions of the above-cited regulations, US Army Pacific
(USARPAC) functions as Theater Army Headquarters for CINCPAC. The
mission of USARPAC is well stated in the following extract:

From its headquarters in Hawaii, USARPAC pro-
vides direction on troops, intelligence, training, opera-
tions, civil affairs, logistics, and fiscai (comptroller)
functions for all U. S. Army forces in tha theater. To
accomplish this, seven subordinate commands have
been established: U. S. Army Hawaii; U. S. Army Japan;
U.S. Army Ryukyu Islands; U. S. ArmyVietnam; U. S.
Army Forces Taiwan; Eighth Army in Korea; and U. S.
Army Support Thailand. (Ref 35, p 681

Lieutenant General Bruce Palmer, Jr., USA, Deputy Commander, US
Army Vietnam, has statedwell the mission of USARVN in the following
quotation from The Army Green Book, 1367:

But the U. S. Army in Vietnam plays the leading role
among American forces in the offensive ground war and
"in supporting the Vietnamese gnvernment's so-called
Revolutionary Development program. Six divisions ar.d
the equivalent in separate brigades of almost two more
divisions, plus additional forces of aviation companies,
an armored cavalry regiment, armor battalions, artillery
battalions, and engineer battalions pursue the ground war
against the Viet Cong and the North. Vietnamese Army
regulars who are taking on a greater share of the fighting.
These fighting elements are joined by combat service support
and specialized outfits to make up the 300, 000-man U. S.
Army force in Vietnar.- Ref 36, p 107)
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CHAPTER VI

A CONCLUSIONS

After a careful study of the European Theater of Operations and the
Souahwest Pacific Area in World War 11, it is concluded that in both instances,
the theaters evolved generally in accordance with Field Service Regulations
and applicable doctrine of the times.

I he World War H period of history did not witness the unified command
on the theater level. The theater was formed and shaped as much by the
requireCun ts of the mission as it was by promulgated doctrine. Environ-
ment and t.•graphical conditions gave each of the several theaters certain
definite paterns of operations. Additionally, because of the multinational
charatater of the theaters, nwional methods of operating in the field had
to be reconciled and suboiMirnated to thte common usage patterns.

The British World War U doctrine of establishing a separate ground
force commander and consequently a separate ground force headquarters
was not reconcilable with American military doctrine. Because of the
chain of command principle and the principle of economy of force, it was
not desired to interpose an additional headquarters between the overall
commander and the troops.

The 1943 Field Service Regulation., Larger Units da not mention the
term "Theater Army" or" ['heater Army Headquarters." By this
omission, one must conclude that the terms were unlmown to the Army of
that day. However. the British practice of establishing steparate head-Squarters for the three services, ground, air, a-ne- naval, did exert
considerable influence upon the introduction later of the term "Theater
Army" into the United States Army. Historically, General Eisenhower
rejected the Briish practice because he felt that the interposition of
another headquarters between hrmself and the troops was unsound and in
violation ef unity of command. Hence, "Theater Army Headquarters"
was, by analogy, found residing within Theater Headquarters during
the period of- World War U.

In view of the type of warfare being waged, combat wtas of necessity1 • divided into ground, air, and naval operations. Unified command, on
the component level, was achieved partially in the Theater Army, Air
Force- and Navy concept -- as yet, not presc-ribed doctrinally. Unified
command was achieved on the highest level by the appointment of a
Supreme Allied Commander who commanded the combined forces of all
arms for the Combined Chiefs of Staff.

In World War 1, in the European Theater of Operations, and in the
Southwest Pacific Area Theater of Operations, the Theater Commanders
usually wore two or more hats. From a somewhat detailed study of the

1> organization and operations of both theaters, it is concluded that the "two 3
hat" situation was one that was forced upon the respective theater
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commanders. They were placed in the position of having to accept dual
command responsibilities for the following reasons: (1) the lack of
sufficient staff officers to man separate headquarters for the accomplish-
ment of the required mission; (2) the desire on the part of t'.-" theater
commander to retain personal control of all facets of operations, that is,
administration, supply, and tactical operations; (3) a scarcity of competent
general and special staff officers; and (4) the wish of the commander to have
hib ftaff "double in brass" -- thus assuring optimum pcrsonal control --

wi..hout duplication of effort. The wearer of two hats, as commander of
two headquarters and two. staffs,was thus assured of maximum control with
minimum organizational effort.

The dual command situation cs.n be desirable in certain types of
operations required to be accomplished in accordance with specific Letters
of instruction or other types of directives and orders. Historically, it has
been shown that often the other hat, in contradistinction to the one denoting
combat leadership, signifies logistical and administrative functions.

SmIn the European Theater of Operations in World Waue 1I, it is concluded
that the distinct separation of command, administration, And supply was
necessitated by the missions to be accomplished by the Supreme Commander,
who was also the Theater Commander. With ETO and Services of Supply
eventually combined, Theater Army Headquarters in ETO had responsibility
for both functions of administration and supply for the tactical. units under
direct control of SHAEF.

With SHAEF Headquarters directing the tactical operationsý of the
troops in the field through the Army Group Commanders, Theater Army
Headquarters (ETO) did not possess a tactical combat mission.

In the post-World War II period, the United States Joint Chiefs of
Staff were held over and maintained in a status quo without legal status

k until the passage of the National Security Act of 1947. The creation of the
Department of National Defense in 1947 had the direct effect of changing
the concept and doctrine of the Theater of Operations, as it was known
through World War IL.

By one legislative act, the power of command of the Service Chiefs
was removed. Tlhe Army Chief of Staff never possessed such power. This
step established the Secretary of Defense as the chief military decision-
maker, although a civilian official of Cabinet rank. This action assured
unified command at Theater of Operations level. The extract below is of
intercst because

.by introducing a single authority, inferior only to
the President, and empowered to make armed forces- i
wide decisions consistent with the wishes of the President,
a stumbling block lo unity of the services was removed.
The failure of dhe joint Army-Navy Board to achieve

f •concrete results had amply demonstrated the futility of
expeceung meaningful, timely joint military actions to
emerge from a party of partisan members who had no
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authority save to report to party headquarters. By

terms of the act, the Secretary of Defense became the
over-all military decision maker, under the authority
of the President. There was now a single voice on
interservice affairs where previously there had been
a chorus frequently singing in different keys. (Ref 17,
pp 120-121)

In the Southwest Pacific Area during World War II, the theater of
operations was formed in accordance with the provisions of the FM 100-15,
Field Service Regulations, Larger Units, 1940-1943. In the Pacific,

organization was complicated by great water distances separating large,
trackless, jungle land masses. Communication and supply problems were
difficult of solution because of the distances involved. •The term "Theater
Army"" %as unknown in this period but there were certain factors influencing
its later adoption. The fact that one of the Allies, the Ausuralians, served
under SWPA headquarters, brought considerable British military doctrine
into the area. The establishment of Allied Land Forces Headquarters,
under command of an Australian general officer attested to the effect of
British doctrine.

The Korean War (1950-1953) was the first real test of the new
Theater Army concept. Korea became a unified command under the
Supreme Commander, United Nations Command. FM 100-15, Field
Service Regulations, Larger Units, June 1950, governed the operations
of the Theater and Theater Army.

Historically, it may be pointed out that we had in the Pacific Theater,
during both World War II and Korea, two separate commands. These
commands, which reported directly to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, were
General Douglas MacArthur, Commander in Chief, Southwest Pacific
Area (CINCSWPA), and Admiral Chester Nimitz, Commander in Chief,
(CINCPOA) Pacific Ocean Area (later CINCPAC), in World War II;
during the Korean operations CINCFE and CINCPAC both functioned.

The American Supreme Commander in the Southwest Pacific, like
the Supreme Commander in the European Theater of Operations, was
not agreeable to the imposition of a ground force headquarters between
himself and his units. The problem of a separate land force, containing
both American and Allied troops, was solved by the use of the "Alamo
Force" device. hich placed American troops, for operations, under
the tactical American commanders.

An analogous Theater Army Headquarters in the Southwest Pacific
Area was located in the United States Army Forces Fa • East (USAFFE).
From investigation conducted in connection with this s ddy, it has been
determined that the mission of USAFFE was one of administration and
supply; Theater Army Headquarters (USAFFE) had no tactical combat
mission. Tactical ground combat was conducted by the Sixth and Eighth
Armies under the direction and control of the Supreme Commander, General
Douglas MacArthur.
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Theater Army Headquarters, established by doctrine promulgated by
Army Regulations, has had its mission of active direction of tactical combat
removed by a series of practical requircments. The military sittuations in
the European Theater of Operations and the Southwest Pacific Area were
generally analogous, there was an enemy to defeat, but other than this
common mission the inherent conditions of each Supreme Commander' s
overall mission were different. General Eisenhower' s "You will enter
the contincnt of Europe.. ." ; General MacArthur' s I I shall return" w.-re
almost basic mission statements. Both theaters were faced with a battle
for bases, air and ground. Following the traditional Theater of Operations
concept of a "forward" area and a "rear" area, tactical operations were
"forward, " and supply and administration were "rear". Theater Army
Headquarters in the rear, as shown in this study, found itself without a
combat mission. The removal of the forward elements, as they crossed
the Channei to the Continent or secured the Pacific island bases for the
advance to the Philippines and Tokyo, automatically altered the mission
of Theater Army Headquarters. The establishment of supply bases in the
rear and forward areas under the Army Service Forces concept removed
the supply mission from Theater Army Headquarters. The one function
still adhering to Theater Army Headquarters was the administration of
personnel and units.

Today, with nearly all theaters of operations of the unified command
type, and with the Headquarters Army component taking the place of
Theater Army Headquarters, it is concluded that "Theater Army Head-
quarters," per se, does not possess a tactical combat mission.
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APPENDIX A

TASK ASSIGNMENT

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEAOQUARTERS

UNITED STATES ARMY COMBAT DEVELOPMENTS COMMAND

FORT 81ELVOIR. VIRGINIA Z2060

C cDCRE-0 203 April 1967

MEHORANDUM FOR: Director, CORG

SUBJECT: Task Assignment 8-67, Organization of a Theater of Operations

1. The Commanding General requests that you perform a study
within the scope of Project I of your contract for Calendar Year
1967.

2. Title: Organization of a Theater of Operations

3. Objective: To investigate the division of responsibilities

among various headquarters of the theater, with emphasis on the Senior

Army Headquarters in the Theater. The time period from 1941 to the
present should be covered and information relating to the Army and

Air Force should be considered. Information relating to the Navy
will be excluded.

4. Why Work is Required: This work has been requested by the
Institute of Advanced Studies ý- provide background information for

(2 Iuse in the Army 85 study and, in addition should provide information
for use in future Army studies.

5. Results Anticipated: This study will provide the Army staff,

commands, and services with a complete and fully documented record
of the division of responsibilities among the various headquarters
of the theater of operations. It should answer the question, "Did

Theater Army ever have an operational mission?" *-

6. The study will be presented to the Commanding General in
the form of a memorandum.

7. Administration:

F I a. References:

(1) Forrest C. Pogue, The Supreme Couriand, European

Theater of Operations, U.S. ARMY IN WGILD WAR II, Office of the Chief

of Military History, Department of the Army, Washington, D. C., 1954.
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SUBJECT: Task Assignment 8-67, Organization of a Theater of Operations

(2) Ray S. Cline, Washinf;ton Command Post: The
Operations Division, U.S. Army in WORLD WAR 11, The War Department,
Washington, D. C., Office of The Chief of Military History, 1951.

b. Direct coordination with the USACDC Institute of
Advanced Studies is authorized.
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APPENDIX B

DOCUMENTARY LETTERS

P. O. Box 69
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania 17325

1 November 17, 1967

iI

I succeeded yesterday in discussing with
General Eisenhower the content of your letter
uunaer date of November 13th.

General Eisenhower agrees with your conclusion

that, after troops had been landed on the Cont-
inent on D-Day, Army Theater Headquartel-s as
defined by you (ETO-SOS Hendquarters) had no
operetional mission, at least other than anti-
alrcraft defense and M.ilitary Police activity.

With kindest regard and best •ishcs, i am

Slnceely yours,

Arthur S. Nevins
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November 8, 1967

In reply to your letter of 7 November, USAFFE
was definitely an administrative headquarters. I will
have to check my files at home to see whether I have
a chart depicting the organization of SWPA.

In all of our combat operations, we were furnished
logistical unitE by USASSOS which was the supply organiza-
t-ion for the Commander in Ch.;ef. USAFFE was mostly

S~a personnel orga•nization under the direct command of
SGeneral MvacArthur with General Sutherland Chief of Staff

I of both USAFFE and GHQ. General Stivers was Deputy

S~Chief of Staff for USAFFE only.

i I will can you af•ter I eetermine what I may have in

S~ the way of charts.

Sincerely,
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APPENDIX C

Theater and Other Organizational Structures -

1917-1967
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-Personal Staff -
CHIEF OF

Secretary to Gen Stalff

GENERAL STAFF

Administra- I)e~g~c perations Tr~igCoordination
Setiv Polic SIo Section Sectioyn

ADMINI STRAfiM AND TECHNICAL STAFF

4Adjutant General (A)Chief Signal Officer (CSOI

Inspector General IIG) Che fAr Servie(CS

Judge Advocate (JA) General P~urchasing Agent (G;PA)

Chief Quartearmaster (COM) Chief of Gas Service (CGS)

Chief Surgeon (CS1 Director General of Transpertalion

Chief Engineer Officer (CEO)

Cr.;el of Red Cross (C of RC)
Cormndn t (H)

Postarshal General (PAIG)

Source~: order of Battle of the United States Land Forces in the Wlorla War
(anerican xe~ditionary Formai) 1937.

Organization of General Headquarters, AEF 5 July 1917j
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I Comm~ndiNg G'Ai~al
U.S. Forces. China

Com-manding Generairsim
Fourteenth Air Force

Air-Ground Chineso
Liaison Combat Suprome
SecUon Command Commandor

* !

Air-Ground U. S. Combat Group Army

Air-Ground U. S. Combat

Liaison SocrArmy
Section

! i
4 i

"I I
Air-Ground U.S. Combat

I Laison U.S. Combat Division

Section Section

Chineso comm.Ind channel
umin me U. S. command channel
rosmmes Air-grotd liaison commind

channel

Source: China-Burma-Imdia neater. Timo Runs Out In CBI. by Charles F.
Romanus and Riley Sunderland. W.ashington. D. C.. 1959

Sino-American Liaison System (Schematic)
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US Government smma.so Far Eastern

- Command

FE JCS

[GIIQ FC GIIQ SCAP *"""',Council for

Japan

•- j'-fj!.'. ' - n

GGovernor

[Lr 3yu3yuIs.J
USAFIKA I ilq&•r

(PH13L)S ChIn of Cmad SCA1

Orgaizaionl Srucure Of h Fa Eas Command:

Mi1itaryn 1

Governor

Korea

C-NCFE -as also CG USAFFE. Major Army commands so_-.%n
reported direct to O.'N FE.

iChain of Command, FEC

annoo Chain of Command, SCAP •

Orgfanizational Structure of the Far East Command:
I January 19417
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US Government Commission

!ic

GHQ FEC \GHQ SOAP "" Council for
S• Japan

- a

JJapanese

Jl"•JI ,l l I ... :I-

Governor

IJUSAIAGIP LCM
(PHIL) AF :USAFFE* AF

Ryuky u Is.

CINC FE was also CG USA FFE. Major Army commands shown

reported direct tW CINC FE

Chain of Command, FEC
unsmsusun Chain of Command, SCAP

Organizational Structure of the Far East Comman,
20 June 1950
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